Eternity


Prologue

Before venturing deeper into the secrets of our short “eternality” – as some call it – we must discuss and make some important definitions clear. Since, like buildings, knowledge cannot be built randomly. Only precisely built knowledge is real knowledge; one which is built from the bottom to the top.

So we must start with the very basics: life and death. What is life, and what is death? What is the aim of our lives here, and what is the aim of dieing? 

Noone can truly answer these questions. We can only make guesses, and shorten the circle of the possible answers – but a true, solid answer is still missing.

What is life? In biological – physical means – life is nothing else than the correct cooperation of many organs within a body. However, life cannot be described with only physical definitions. Life is more than existing biologically. Living is existing in mental means also.
To live is to have thoughts, to create something new. To live is to be unique, to be unreproducable. These are the general criteria of considering something “alive”. But then, something not constructing new is not alive? Something following traditions, schemas, is not living? Or are they living pointlessly, wasting their lives only? Can a worthless life be considered real life? 

What is death then? To stop existing? To be gone like never ever existed? Or to start a new life? When die our life ends… but is dieing bad when is ending a bad life? Or can death be a gift as well?

Many questions. More than we had when we began looking for answers. Life and death is likely a topic never be finished, a question never be answered. And since this is the bottom of our knowledge, this is the base, this will be the very first and most important lesson to you, Reader. Knowledge is not still. Knowledge is based on unstable laws, unanswered questions. Knowledge is the science of the unknown… knowledge is not what we know, but rather what we don’t. The more you will  know, the far more you will do not know… always bear this in mind.
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1. Two warm welcome
 - INTO COVER! – someone shouted.
Percival wondered what was the shouting for. He just arrived into the town of Knightshire, as a squire of the great knight Thalius. Percival used to be proud to be this… Thalius was a hero in his eyes ever since the knight saved him from a wartok raiding party. Even though it was long ago, the memories were still vivid in his mind. The sound of destruction as the raiding party began to destroy his village, the smell of brimstone, the screams of the slaughtered…  He could see a wartok coming towards him. The battle-axe was raised into the air, and Percival awaited death, which was sure to come. But suddenly the axe fell onto the ground, shortly followed by its former wielder. Creeping closer Percival realized: an arrow killed the wartok. And looking up he could see as the members of the raiding party began to fell onto the ground, one by one. He could see the knight riding his dragon, and firing arrows from his bow.
He could never forget that scene. Not only due to the hero though. He lost his family there… his parents, his brother, every relative of him. A small bit of fortune in the misfortune was this lead him to the Order, as Thalius decided to take care of the newcome orphan. Percival was struggling to make his new father proud ever since. He was always trying to be the first and best in everything… and indeed, both Thalius and his dragon Frost seemed to be pleased with their small servant, and wanna-be-knight.
However, Thalius seemed to change recently. He was becoming more and more reserved to everyone, even to Percival. And the squire did not like being left alone, especially not by someone who trusted him so much before.
 - Didn’t you hear it? Into cover, child! – Frost shouted, and grabbed Percival with his tail, dragging him into safety.
 - I am not a child! I have passed sixteen – Percival growled as he tried to evade the hold of the dragon tail.
 - In my eyes you will be a child forever – Frost smiled as he released Percival.
 - Why did we have to hide anyway? – Percival asked.
 - You are asking the very right person! – Frost looked around – and did you hear what should we hide from?
 - Not a word – Percival said, and quickly hid behind the dragon. Frost took a quick look at him, and sighed. He did not like being a living shield, but he was indeed far sturdier than Percival… and he would have hid behind a dragon as well if he was a human. Suddenly they heard footsteps, and looking there they saw Thalius coming.
 - What are you hiding from guys? -  the knight asked.
 - Someone suggested we should get into cover - Frost said.
 - Don't tell me you listen to everyone but me! - Thalius laughed.
Suddenly an arrow hit a tree near them.
 - Now that is a reason to hide for - Thalius said while he was standing beside Percival behind Frost.
 - Ahem guys - Frost said - I don't mind helping you in every case, but I somehow dislike the idea of being your living shield.
 - We don't - Thalius said and Percival nodded - and we are two against one. So you just stay there.
Frost gave him a dark look, and looked around with worrying eyes. His worry was reinforced soon, when almost a dozen arrows were lying around them, stuck into various objects.
 - Perhaps we should take a look at that archer - Frost suggested. He hated pointing out the obvious, but he sometimes had to when he was close to humans.
 - Alright - Thalius nodded. Frost jumped out from the covering of the larger house, and now stood in the middle of the deserted street. Shortly after Thalius and Percival also walked out.
They didn't expect such a view. The street was almost completely empty, thanks to the flying arrows - but still, there was someone. A middle-aged man with long brown beard, reading a newspaper. And he seemed to not bother himself about the danger he was exposed to.
 - Ahem - Thalius began to conversate with him - but what is going on here?
 - Nothing unusual. The local chief of the Order is just practicing its no-evil policy - the man replied.
 - No-evil policy? Rather seems to be firing arrows aimlessly - Frost shook his head.
 - Well, that's it basically. But noone wants to tell the poor soul... he thinks if he fires arrows at various directions, the evil forces won't dare to come here. He is a nice man otherwise - the civilian smiled.
Both Thalius and Percival had their own views about this 'nice man'.
 - And where is this chief? - Frost asked.
 - In his office, in the middle of the town - the civilian said, and went on reading some sort of paper.
 - Well, Frosty, my dear, seems you have to get us to the middle of this town - Thalius said while getting onto his dragon.
 - I am not Frosty and absolutely not your dear - the dragon replied - and if you call me like this one more time, only the hospital will be where you will be going to!
 - Please - Thalius smiled as Percival jumped onto Frost.
Frost sighed, and took off quickly. After a short while, the little party landed near a small house with the sign of the Order on it. 

 - It seems this chief is mad, or half-mad - Thalius said - so we won't risk anything. We will only conversate with him after we disarmed him. Let's storm the house. Percival, you break the door, Frosty and I back you up.
Only double growling was the answer. 
Percival did not like being the doorbreaker again. Since Thalius was the commander of Percival, and anything could await the first fighter breaking the door, always Percival had to break the doors. Sometimes he really began to wonder if always playing that role wouldn't mean drastic fall to his length of living... Meanwhile, Frost was near to bite Thalius, or at least sit on the knight for a while. Percival could guess he said something nice to Frost again.

Percival took a deep breath, and run towards the door of the small house with full power. To his greatest surprise and harm, the door was unlocked, so only the wall of the house halted him. After the stars gone from his head, he heard a charming voice asking if he is alright.
 - I am dead and the angels are calling me - he thought.
 - No, I am only Fury. But it does feel nice calling me an angel - the voice said. Percival had to realize he must have been thinking loudly. He opened his eyes, and realized there was a medium size, red colored dragoness in the room.
 - Who are you, stranger? - the dragoness asked.
 - I am Percival... squire of Thalius and Frost - he said, and Fury nodded.
 - I have heard rumours there would be a bonded pair coming here to aid us, but I never believed that. However, I must see it is reality... where are those two? - she asked.
Suddenly they could hear the sounds of a dragon and human battling from outside the house. After a short while, only a human moaning could be heard.
 - It's them! - Percival shouted, and he ran out of the house to see Thalius laying on the ground while Frost was placing an arm on him.
- No more Frosty, I promise - Thalius groaned.
- And no more rushing me to fly faster! And not forgetting I must sleep every day! - Frost went on listing his demands. Somehow Thalius quickly agreed every point, faster than his usual negotiating style.
 - Is that two...? - Percival heard Fury asking.
 - Looks unbelievable, doesn't it? - Percival smiled.
 - Well, I have heard and seen many bondeds who somehow got tired of each other or disliked each other, but this two takes the palm - Fury shook her head. Percival was about to laugh, when he suddenly realized something was not right.
 - Fury, how did you get out of that small house? - he asked in a bit confused manner.
 - I'm a mage dragoness - she smiled.
 - Dragoness? - Frost said, and looked there - Oh, welcome!
 - You are welcomed here, not I - Fury said - Welcome to Knightshire!
 - Such nice welcome from such a beauty - Frost said while he kept staring the red dragoness - this is a good place!
 - Rather it was good while you weren't here... - Thalius groaned to Frost as he got up from the ground and began to wipe the dust off his clothing.
 - Where is your bonded, erm...erm... - Frost asked, obviously not knowing the name of Fury.
 - I am Fury - the dragoness smiled - and my bonded is walking around the town with his bow as usual.
 - You are bonded to him? - Frost asked on a low toned voice. He seemed to be very surprised.
 - Yes, I am... he is a nice person - Fury smiled.
 - Nice person... somewhere I heard that - Percival said, then added - but who would not consider him nice when he has such a bow and is so dangerous...
 - And when does he come back? - Frost asked Fury.
 - My bonded? Elohim only arrives back in the evening... he is always invited to somewhere during this daily trip of his - the dragoness said, not understanding why the blue dragon began to grin toothily.
 - I was sent here by the Council, and I am Thalius - I think you know this name well enough. I would like to meet him right now - Thalius said - would you be so kind and bring him here?
 - Of course! - Fury smiled and took off.
Frost followed her with her eyes until a tall building blocked her sight from him.
 - You little pain - the blue dragon began to talk to Thalius - did you had to send her away so soon? She was free for the whole day!
- She is. But you are not - Thalius smiled at Frost, who sighed, and said - I know, I know. But I was hoping...


2.  Deeper and deeper

Fury and Elohim got back soon, sooner than Thalius or Frost expected. Elohim was nearly an old man, being in his 50s years. He had no beard or moustache, and only a very little hair on the top of his head. Despite his old looking face, he seemed to have a strong body - his movements were quick and confident.
 - Greetings maties! - Elohim greeted them from the back of his dragoness.
 - Greetings - Thalius and Percival nodded.
 - What brings you to this godforsaken place? - Elohim asked them - not many people travel here these days.... or did travel here anytime.
 - We were sent here to aid you... the Order has not forgotten you - Thalius smiled - I am Thalius, the Great. And this is my bonded, Frost.
Suddenly Frost began to cough.
 - First of all, I am not 'this' but he. And I am not just Frost, but Frost the Great as well! - he said.
 - Stay silent, dragon - Thalius hissed.
 - I would stay silent if you hadn't forgotten so many things about me! - Frost replied, almost hissing.
According to the various remarks going forth and back between Thalius and Frost, Percival could clearly see they were about the fight with each other again. Having nothing to do, Percival sat down and waited to fight commence.  From the corner of his eye he could see Elohim quickly jumping down from Fury, and whispering a word to her.

Frost began, with trying to place his hand on Thalius again. Seeing this wouldn't succeed, Frost tried to tail-whip at him. Yet the knight was faster, and evaded the dragon, who's tail accidentally hit Fury in the head. However, Frost was too busy with Thalius either to ask for excuse or even notice. The dragoness was thunderstruck - she did not expect such a greeting from two strangers coming to her town. She waited a little, but when it was clear Frost would never ask excuse, she obviously got very angry. The upcoming scene really surprised Percival. The dragoness quickly sent both Frost and Thalius to the ground.
 - And stay there until you calm down, guys - she said finally.
 - Your fault - Thalius hissed at Frost.
 - Man... what a woman - Frost groaned as he tried to get up.
Elohim was grinning toothily meanwhile, and said - Now you know why is she called Fury. A wrong word, and you are history!
 - Thanks for letting me know, but somehow I realized that by now - Thalius said as he got up and put his hand on his aching head.
 "A half-silly old man with a sometimes raging dragoness. Sometimes Fate bounds the strangest souls together" Percival thought.
 - And why were you sent here? - Elohim asked - Don't come with your usual 'you are not forgotten' speech. The Order never does anything without purpose, and I demand to know that purpose now.
 - We weren't given any specific orders other than to come here - Frost said.
 - He speaks the truth - Thalius nodded - I was even surprised to be sent here.
 - Well, if I was you, I would have been surprised aswell - Elohim nodded - this place is far from everything, only expect itself.
Percival knew this even without the old man telling them. Knightshire was deep in the Arieos forest, among the tall hills of the Tarjaz. The closest village was two days far on dragonback, and almost three week far on foot. The city itself didn't held big importance either. There wasn't any bigger fortress, stronghold or artifact here, just a few peasant hut and home with their native populance. One thing couldn't leave Percival alone though. 
If this place was indeed so worthless, why was the hero Thalius and his bonded sent here? There far better scenes to use a pair with such capabilities. And from Elohim's question, Percival could perceive: not only him was bothered by this thought.
 - Well, you are welcome here no matter why you came - Elohim smiled - Follow me, and I will show you your house. You don't have to pay for accommodation, of course.
 - Sounds good - Frost smiled - when will we have dinner?
 - Dinner? That's hours away… - Fury said in a surprised manner. Looking at Frost, Percival had no doubt the blue dragon would have been red by then if he could blush.
 - You will have food there. Since we are the Order here, we collect the taxes - Elohim explained - and I have an agreement with the local farmers. They pay vegetables and fruits as tax… so both Fury and I don't have to look for food, the gold coins remain in the farmers' pockets. Alas, I wasn't informed on your arrival here… so the only food I can give you is sharing mine.
 - That will do - Thalius nodded - but how come you weren't informed? You mentioned you heard about us coming.
 - Only rumours which the very few traveller and adventurer spoke. And I don't think you yourself would start organizing only for some rumour - Elohim smiled, while he got back on Fury. Suddenly Percival noticed something strange. He had no arrows on his back, but only his bow.
Under normal circumstances, his wouldn't have been strange to Percival. However, Fury told them that Elohim would only come back very late. "According to that, he should have plenty of arrows remaining" Percival thought. But if he fired his arrows already, why didn't he come back? Why had Fury to find him? This strangeness only added to Percival's nervousness. One more question to solve, he thought.
He could not think about it long though. Fury began to move, and Frost followed her with Thalius on his back. Thalius yelled at him to come, but Percival shook his head. He wanted to explore the town a bit. And perhaps satisfy his curiosity.

He walked in the opposite way where Fury lead his friends, and headed out of the town. Knightshire was surrounded by a thin stonewall. Even though it looked strong, Percival had to notice: it would only take three or four wartoks with a big wooden log to breach it. "These parts have hardly seen any wartoks though" he thought. For a moment, Percival had to realize the benefits of being nothing here. These people possibly never ever suffered as much as the people of Isengard, the capitol of the county - and most likely will never ever suffer as much. Knightshire was not even shown on many maps, and this lack of importance made the town be an ideal place to live for its inhabitants. Even if it was a small dusty town, it was peaceful. And the recent battles and wars of the Order show that peace was a lack in many parts…

Suddenly Percival felt a stiff hand on his neck.
 -Don't move, or you die - the voice said.

3. More questions

 -Do you know who am I? - Percival asked.
 -You are Percival, squire of Thalius - the answer came - I know who you are, and I know why have you been sent here for. I know almost everything you want to know.
This answer took Percival by surprise. If this man knew who he was, then why did he attack him? The members of the Order were normally welcomed.
 - What do you want with me? - Percival groaned as his neck began to ache badly under the grip of the hand.
 - Only a promise first. Promise me this 'meeting' of us will remain a secret of you and me. If you agree, I will tell you some secrets only a few know. If you disagree, I am truly sorry, but you must not leave this place alive then - the voice demanded.
Percival could hardly do anything but agree, and he whispered 'yes'. Hearing the demanded word, the grip on his neck began to lift. Turning back, Percival could see a mage in some blue-red clothing, with a golden sign of the Order at his shoulders, his head being covered by a helmet. He wasn't tall, he was almost a head smaller than Percival.
 - You are…. a member of the Order? - Percival asked with astonishment. The members of the Order communicated in many forms indeed, but threatening wasn't a usual method.
- No, I only wear the sign of the Order for fun, and I was the last outsider who read all the reports on you - the man replied - of course I am! I am Eraghir, a mage.
Percival never heard of him before… however, he didn't really hear of any of the great mages. He wasn't really fond of the stick-thin conjurers, whose only power was their mental abilities and arsenal of spells. He didn't find casting spells be dangerous or risky, and so he never saw honour in that.
 -I see you do not know who I am - Eraghir smiled. It became fairly obvious he was a known mage, since he waited Percival to react when hearing that name.
 - I'm rather interested in what you want rather than who you are - Percival replied in a cold mood.
 - Ah yes, I know your interests. I am looking for the same thing I know you wonder about. Why Thalius and Frost came here - the mage replied.
 - I thought you know - Percival murmured.
 - Their command wasn't a really public one, believe me. Only a few could see it, and I wasn't among that few. One thing you do not know. Even their leaving wasn't public. A same looking blue dragon and a decoy of Thalius are showing up in the far northern regions. Whatever is here, it has to worth the effort - Eraghir explained.
The mention of decoys showing up really confused Percival. The Order wasn't famous for such things. They never really had such dirty games.
 - The Order does not use decoys - Percival shook his head.
 - I think the same. But someone does. Perhaps a renegade commander, or someone really high in rank.
For some reason, this answer did not really satisfy Percival. He had a strong feeling the mage only tried to confuse him.
 - You are trying to deceive me - Percival finally said in a half-angry mood.
 - Ha! - the mage smiled - deceive! If I wanted to deceive you, I could do it in ways you would never ever notice. No, I do not try to deceive you. I am just giving you a list of possibilities, my friend.
 - Sometimes showing the 'truth' is the best way to deceive - Percival made an evil grin.
 - How young you are, how naïve - and how foolish. Do you think I would have travelled this far only to deceive a squire? - Eraghir said on an angered tone - No! My time is precious. However, I sensed something strange within the working mechanism of the Order. Something is malfunctioning, I know. Something has to.
 - How confident you are. I'd rather see proofs than words - Percival said.
 - You are also confident in yourself. It is our nature to be confident in our best side… the dragons are confident in their power, their claws, their ability to breathe fire, to fly. The wartoks are confident in the power of their axes and spears. And we humans, we are confident in our mind, logic and belief. This is our nature, this is what we are - Eraghir said with a confident smile - and yet we are wrong, all of us. The most you can know will only be a pile of dust in the desert of Knowledge. Open up your eyes, squire. Do I need to bring proofs? Just ask the questions of yours in yourself again. Not everything in life is based on proofs. Some things are different. Some things cannot be proved physically.
 - I might be wrong, yes. But you might be wrong as well! - Percival said harshly.
 - Ah, yes. I might be wrong, yes. It happened not once. However, I never said I am perfect. I have my own skills, abilities, wisdom, belief, instincts, and all this gives me my double-edged blade, my knowledge.
Double-edged blade. Percival really liked the picture how the mage painted knowledge. A sharp, swift sword, which is lethal.
 - I know what you now think - the mage went on - you are seeing a blade in front of you. Yes, knowledge is a dangerous blade. It gives you power when you have it… but beware. The double-edged weapons have a bad tendency. They tend to hurt their wielders as well.
Percival made a dummy look. Knowing too much never hurt, as he knew.
 - You do not understand, do you? - the mage laughed - I did not expect so. When you know too much, you can easily become a victim of your own knowledge… Knowing too much can be dangerous in two ways. The direct way is that knowing too much will bring the threat of your enemies on you. They know you are very capable, and they don't want anyone so capable oppose them. This is very simple, isn't it? - the mage paused here - but there is a not so direct way as well. When you know too much, knowledge can turn against you. When you see you know the answers to almost every question everyone asks, you realize you know enough. You stop, since you know the answers - then why bother? And after a while, you will only know the answers, but not the reason of the answers. And then your life will be lead by schemas, traditions. You will know what to do, but you will slowly forget WHY you do. You will become a shadow of yourself.
Even though Percival could understand the words, he wasn't sure if they were true. One thing knew this would never happen to him. A minute of silence followed - Percival was thinking, and the mage seemed to have nothing else to say.
 - It seems you are very serious - Percival said finally - do you have any plan what to do?
 - Yes. You will carry on being the devoted squire, but be critic to the moves of your master. Note every unusual event, and -- the mage halted here. He groaned, and crouched down. For a moment, Percival couldn't think about anything - then he had to realize something was wrong with Eraghir.
 - What is wrong? - he asked finally, and crouched down aside the groaning mage.
 - Someone is using magical powers… very strong magical powers - the mage said - I am using a disguise spell, but this channelling of energy disturbs my spell hurting me as well…
 - There are no mages of the Order in the vicinity - Percival said and took his blade into his hands.
 - The power source is somewhere close, thereby - Eraghir pointed at the hill in front of them - go and search that. I cannot play my role long with such pain!
 - Understood - Percival nodded, and ran.

4. More fog descending
Percival made it fast to the hill, as it wasn't far away and the terrain wasn't difficult to his legs. Suddenly he heard Eraghir saying 'The power stopped to flow. It has ended too sharp though - something must have ended it. Continue investigating, friend!'.  Percival could not disagree, he knew. And even if he wanted, he could not reply - Eraghir could contact him telepathically, but he could never do the same. He was too curious now.

After walking a bit on, he noticed a big cave. There was some dead silence in the air, but Percival decided to be cautious. He slowly crept closer - hiding behind trees, bushes. When there was nothing more to hide behind, he decided to storm the cave. Holding his sword tight, he ran into the dark passage….

…and he couldn't see anything inside. With various curses whispering, he lighted a torch, which he took from his backpack. What he saw literally terrified him. There were two big slain dragons inside, still bleeding. Some burnt and slain wartok bodies were there as well. 
 - That must have been a mage dragon, poor devil. And this must be the remains of a wartok raid - Eraghir said. 
 - You took me by surprise - Percival said as he lowered his sword.
 - I have my spells for every need and situation  - Eraghir smiled, and added - and these wartoks also had the element of surprise, I think. Sneaking wartoks are quite unusual, but the aim justifies the method, you see.
Percival stove his blade smiling at the mage. 'I must learn that spell one day' he thought. Eraghir seemed to have guessed this thought of him, and the mage turned towards the entrance of the cave while he smiled.
 Suddenly Percival heard something strange… something crawling. Percival drew his blade, and jumped there, ready to slash…

The blade caught a stalagmite, and flew off from his hands. However, while flying Percival could grab something stiff. Hoping that would be good as a weapon, he held that tight. But when looking at it, he would have screamed if a little piece of air could have left his mouth. It was a dragon he held.

The dragon wasn't big - it was about the same size than Percival, and had blue scales.
  - A survivor -Eraghir said - congratulations, squire! Even I did not sense her. I underestimated you, Percival…
Percival did not wanted to tell the mage how he 'found' the dragoness.
 - She looks really terrified though - the mage added.
 - Why, you would be fine after what happened here? - Percival asked, and Eraghir nodded.
 - Who are you? - Percival asked the dragoness.
 - I am Blaze… but… where is my dad? or mum? - she asked.
While Percival wondering what to reply, Eraghir quickly turned all the corpses in the cave invisible, and said - They are away. They are on a long trip…
Blaze seemed to accept this explanation and nodded. 'She calmed down really fast… that is good, all I need is a panicking little dragon now' Percival thought, even though he was confident Blaze didn't get too much from what happened there.

Eraghir crouched down beside Percival, and said - Since you found her, and there is no more person available here, you must take care of her now.
Percival made a half sad half surprised look, and said - But I am a squire, not a --
  - Stop crying. She needs you, you know it. If this makes you happier, I can arrange that she will be your bonded… soon if you want so. You will be the youngest bonded in the Order's history - the mage offered.
Bounding to a dragon was never easy, mainly due to difficulty of finding a dragon willing to do so. So having one offered, Percival could hardly do anything but agree.
 - Alright, it is a deal then - he said to the mage.
 - Very well then. Take her back to the town. If you have serious problems, look for the ironsmith… - Eraghir blinked, and disappeared.
 - Who was that man? And where did he go? - Blaze asked.
 - He was a friend. And he went back to his home - Percival smiled - just like we will do now.
 - But I am at home already - Blaze complained.
 - Yes, I know - Percival said, trying to hide his desperation to find a suitable answer - but I know a better home.
 - I don't want a better home. This is fine for me. I want to be here when dad and mum come back - Blaze shook her head and sat down.
'Come on squire, come on. You HAVE to find something to get this little dragon moving… she can't be wiser than you! Think, think, think…' Percival thought, and he indeed tried thinking harder. After a good minute and a headache, he found a suitable idea.
 - I just remember - he said - your parents told me I should take care if you until they return.
Blaze gave him a suspicious look, but she nodded.
 - So, you must come to my home then - Percival continued - which will be your home too.
 - But I can come back when they are back, can I? - the dragoness asked.
 - Sure you can - Percival gave her a smile. Looking to be convinced totally, Blaze slowly got up and followed the squire - who was feeling terribly guilty for deceiving such a naive being.

It took a while to get back to the town with having to look out to Blaze, Percival thought. It was nearly midnight, as he looked up at the twin moons. And suddenly he got a more troubling thought - he promised a home to Blaze, but he didn't had one. Fury showed Thalius and Frost their house, but he didn't follow them…
 - You live in this town? -Blaze asked him.
 - I do - Percival nodded, and thought 'But I don't know where exactly'.
 - Well, well, well, who don't we have here? - a familiar voice suddenly said.
Blaze became utterly terrified, and jumped behind Percival with loudly crying, whilst the squire froze there with a half drawn sword. Even though Percival was partially taken over by the panic of Blaze, and was indeed scared by the monstrous beast with flaming red eyes, the voice somehow halted his movement. He reckoned the voice.
 - Before you would jump at me, I am Fury - the voice said, and the red eyes came closer, making Percival able to see the dragoness - I was getting worried you being out for so late.
 - You don't have to fear for me - Percival laughed as he put his sword back onto his back - I can defend myself.
 - In equal battle, I have no doubts. But battles are usually not equal - Fury replied, and then added - and who did you get on your journey?
 - Oh, this is only a kid - Percival said, and added - a kid dragon. She is Blaze.
Hearing her name and realizing the beast is only a friendly dragoness, Blaze suddenly became very confident and sat in front of Fury.
 - Hey, I know you - Fury suddenly said - or, rather your parents. How are they lately? And what are you doing so far from home so late? Do they know you are here?
Percival was about to either blow up in his anger or indeed jump at Fury. She began to ask the worst questions in the worst time…
 - Her parents are on a long trip, you should really know - Percival blinked at Fury, while he moved his finger in front of his neck from side to side. Fury made a dumb face for a moment, then said - Aaah, I have forgot. See, I must be getting older now. Follow me, I'll lead you home. It is late tonight, and so little dragonesses should not be venturing out by this time of the day.

The house where they were accommodated was a barn with an inn, Percival had to realize. 
 - Put Blaze into bed and come back - Fury said, and Percival nodded. He quickly went indoors, and headed towards the only room with open door.
 - This is your bed - he said to Blaze - lie down into it, that way. Now, close your eyes and sleep.
 No answer came, but to Percival's relief the small blue dragon fell asleep immediately. For a moment Percival began to fear what Blaze's teeth, scales and claws might do to the bed, but he decided he could take that risk. Following Fury's orders, he quickly went back outside. The red dragoness was waiting for him there.
 - So, what happened? Did I understand you? Are they… dead? - she asked, and Percival nodded.
 - Dead. They were killed in a wartok raid… I even wonder how Blaze remained alive. She must have hide somewhere in the cave - the squire replied.
 - I will miss them. They were good friends of mine - Fury sighed, then added in a short while - And now you take care of Blaze?
 - You can see - Percival said.
 - Even though I first thought you are an ordinary squire, I must admit now you are special. You came here only today, and now you saved the child of my best friends, and became the caretaker of her… Even though it was not I who got into trouble, you can freely call me when you need - Fury gave Percival a toothy grin.
 - Beware, I don't forget such promises easily - Percival blinked. Fury opened her mouth to reply, but suddenly they saw Elohim running towards them.
 - Orders from the Order! - Elohim raise his hand with a paper he held - we must go to Aldanan as fast as we can!
 - To Aldanan? Why? - Fury asked with utter astonishment. Percival was the same surprised. Aldanan was a well-guarded harbour west to this place… Rumours said there were more fighters of the Order than the native populance. This was due to the shipments sailing in and out - that city was the key in supplying the forces of this region.
 - It says here, you can read. A messenger brought it - Elohim spoke hastly - come, Fury. We have no time to loose.
 - But this cit --- Fury wanted to say, but Elohim interrupted him. He was obviously energized by the new task.
 - Thalius and Percival will handle it surely! Nothing happens here anyway. Now get going! - Elohim commanded while jumping onto Fury, and soon the red dragon disappeared in the night, leaving Percival alone with his doubts and questions. Things weren't clear even before, but now, with this weird message they were messed up even a bit more now. 'Too many mysteries'  Percival thought 'some big game is going around for sure.'
However, Percival felt he couldn't start thinking about it now. He was feeling very tired, and walked back to his room - to realize he won't fit into the same bed with Blaze. Having no better idea, he lied down on the floor, and fell asleep.

5.  Fair and clear
 - Wake up now! - someone shook him. Percival hated this way of waking up, but he couldn't do many things about it. Opening his eyes he saw Blaze shaking his shoulder.
 - Someone keeps banging the door - the dragoness whispered.
 - Percival, are you alright? - he heard Thalius speaking, and then banging the door several times.
 - I am - Percival replied - but I would be better if you hadn't waked me up!
 - What..?! - the reply came from outside - it is nearly noon! 
This convinced Percival he slept enough. He jumped like as if something has bit him, and hastly opened the door. Thalius did look impatient, and said - I thought you were ill or something! Anyway, wha-
Thalius halted when he spotted Blaze sitting on Percival's bed.
 - I know some guys have strange habits, but you take the lead here - Thalius said to Percival - where did you get that? 
 - Long story. Found her yesterday night. I am the caretaker of her now - Percival replied.
 - So you are a caretaker of a dragon now, eh? How old you are? Sixteen. Oh, my god. These younger generations are always rushing - Thalius shook his head - I was almost forty when I got Frost so close to me.
Percival only smiled as a reply.
 - Stop that toothy grin or you won't have any teeth soon - Thalius teased him, and then said - anyway, bring your new friend outside. Introduce.. him? her?
 - Her. She is Blaze.
Hearing her name only, Blaze waved her left hand.
 - Well, introduce Blaze to Frost - Thalius said, and Percival nodded. They quickly got outside, where Frost was already awaiting. He also became surprised to see the party number raising.
 - Well, Frosty, our new friend. Blaze - Thalius said.
 - Hi there, small Blaze - Frost smiled down at the smile dragoness, who smiled back.
 - Where have you been last night, little girl? - Frost asked her on a kidding voice.
 - I was sleeping in this nice building - Blaze said, then she yawned and went on - humans indeed know something. These beds are far more comfortable than the clutch in that cave!
Percival could not decide if Frost became more surprised or angry.
 - I, the Great Frost sleep in a barn, while this girl sleeps in a nice and comfortable bed?! - Frost murmured to Thalius, who only replied - I always tell you life is not fair. You still not believe?
 - Command to Thalius and Frost! - a messenger ran to them with a small piece of paper.

 - New destination orders. We are being relocated to Siyerak - Thalius said after reading the paper.
 - Siyerak? I have never heard of that place - Percival shuddered - and if you leave, who will defend this town?
 - This town is peaceful enough even without us. Nothing happens here anyway… But you have a point. Stay here and stand watch! - Thalius said - In the case we would never meet again, good luck rising up your dragon, Percival!
 - Good luck, and I want to see you back in one piece! - Percival shouted to the leaving bonded pair.
 - They left hastly - Blaze said.
 - Too fast indeed - Percival murmured. The recent happenings began to diminish his faith in Thalius rapidly. - Come, Blaze. We go and see some ironsmith.
 - Why? - Blaze asked.
 - Because we have nowhere to go and noone else to ask here - Percival replied on a bittersweet tone.

 - Something is wrong here. That is for sure - Eraghir said. They were in a windowless room of the ironsmith's house. It took a while for Percival to find his shop, but he finally made it. The mage disguised himself well, Percival had to admit. He was looking exactly like the real ironsmith. And this time, Eraghir wasn't using any spells at all - just his common sense.
- Did they tell you where are they going? - the mage asked Percival.
- To some 'S' place… Sera? Sire? Sireval. Or something like that - Blaze said.
Eraghir stood up with a wall white face.
 - Siyerak. That is my home… my tower is there - he whispered.
 - Here is the command Thalius got - Percival handed the note to the mage.
 - You want me to check it, don't you? Anyway, how did you get this? - Eraghir smiled. He quickly regained his confidence, or at least it seemed so.
 - I forgot to give it back to Thalius. And he didn't notice it - Percival said.
 - Everything is right… everything - Eraghir said after a quick check - even the name of the general. Lord Steelfist. I know him personally even…
Percival sighed. He was on the wrong track then. But in the next moment his eyes widened, as Eraghir said - Traitors. The unfaithful. Traitors.
Blaze quickly rose her head as something interesting topic was brought up, while Percival gave Eraghir a questioning look.
 - Lord Steelfist does not command this operation. Or should not. Thalius is only commanded by the Council itself! - Eraghir quickly explained. Percival hit his forehead with his hand, and said - I forgot that. 
 - What is going on? - Blaze asked. Eraghir took a long look at her, and then turned to Percival saying - I nearly forgot about her. Look, squire. You are no longer a squire of Thalius. You are a knight on your own, got it? Consider this scene that I promoted you. And you have your dragon as well - the mage pointed at Blaze when he said this - so take care of her. And I, as authorized commander, order you to follow Thalius. Do not engage him in battle - he would squash you like a bug. But follow him. We must know where is he going. And know one thing. If you still follow Thalius, you will end up in the same - hanged for treason. Be wiser than him.
 - Thank you, Milord - Percival kneeled down. He could not decide if Thalius was really a traitor or not, but Eraghir was a too powerful mage to do anything against. And the mention of the possibility of him hanged up was also scary to him. - I shall serve you with faith. However… I'd have one question.
 - Speak it out - Eraghir said while he took his mage clothes back from the ironsmith's to his own.
 - Do you think Frost, Elohim and Fury are also involved in this? - Percival asked.
 - Well, I can't imagine Elohim or Fury doing so. Elohim might act mad sometimes, but he is loyal servant to the Order. Fury is also strange sometimes, but she is more devoted than most dragons I ever saw. Frost is a different question. It is clear to me Thalius wrote these orders himself, and acted as if they came from the Council. He even hired messengers for his play. But I do not know if Frost knows about this play or if he has been fooled by his bounded. Either way, he won't have much luck. Thalius will have to pay for his deed - Eraghir replied.
  - What play is going on? And why will they have to pay? - Blaze asked, who was only watching silently so far.
  - Tell her what she understands and needs to know, Knight - Eraghir whispered to Percival - but remember, she will be your bonded. Do not face her with the full picture of reality. Not yet. She is not prepared.
 - Do not think I am that fool - Percival smiled.
 - I didn't think. I only said - Eraghir smiled - now, get going.
 - How will I catch them? They are flying, and I must go on foot… and we do not even know where are they really going! - Percival said, and in the next moment he was in a forest with Blaze. They could see some houses nearby, and a very tall tower, which was silver colored and its end was nearly lost in the sky, among the clouds. The land was basically plain around, but the whole village was surrounded with the forest as he could see.
'A very impressive home' Percival thought, and looking at the staring Blaze who even forgot her mouth open, Percival had no doubt the little dragoness was thinking the same.
 - You are there even now. That is my home, Siyerak. They will come here, no doubt. They think we still believe they are royal and devoted servants, and so they will act as if they followed that fake command only. Remember. Only stand and watch, or follow if necessary. Do not attempt fighting with them. I will warn the Council about this treason meanwhile. Since I do not know how serious this is, we have no time to loose - Percival heard Eraghir speaking. The knight wished he could reply, but he possessed no magical ability enabling him to do so.
 - Are we playing a hiding game then? - Blaze said on a joyful voice.
Percival felt a bit heartbroken. He did not want Blaze face such dangers, which he knew she would soon face.
 - We are playing a bit different game this time - he said to her - we are playing a game called 'war'. Your role is to sit still and hide… if you get caught, it will hurt!
 - Hurt? - Blaze replied with widened eyes - I do not like this game!
 - Neither I - Percival sighed - but it seems we will have to play it even though.

Percival peered down at the sleeping Blaze. He wished he would be the same relaxed as the little dragon, but he wasn't. He had to take all his armor down, since it was hard to be stealthy with the clinging of the chain mail. They were waiting for almost a half-day, and he understood the little dragon would be exhausted now. She was staring the sky all the time. Percival was just about to lie down, when he noticed something big coming towards them on the sky.
'Here you are' he thought. For a moment he wondered if this was a bold idea after all. He had to watch out for Blaze, and had to follow and spy on Thalius… Even though he was trained by Thalius himself, Percival had no ideas about his master's power. 'Eraghir should be here. It is his home anyway' Percival thought not lacking desperation. However, he had very little variety of choices remaining now. So he slowly and silently stood up. The first thing he did was covering Blaze with branches and leaves, then he sneaked towards the tower, towards which Thalius and Frost were heading.

6. Tower party
The door closed without a noise behind him. Percival was now grateful Eraghir made his home using lots of magic. The tower wasn't a complex building as Percival noticed. It was a basically circular building, with some rooms opening to various directions, mostly being used as storage rooms as Percival perceived. The main rooms were in chaos, various tables scattered throughout the room, with all kinds of recipes and bottles, filled with liquids of various colors. Before venturing towards the upper levels of the building, Percival gave himself a silent prayer Blaze won't wake up and noone would find her - but it was still safer to leave her there than force her to follow him into the lion's den. Having no time to waste, the knight quickly ran towards the stairs leading upwards - quickly, but slow enough to be silent.

He knew if Frost weren't on the floor level, he must have landed on the top level of the building. As he reached the floor of the first level, he quickly peered into the room. The same mess was just like on the previous one, but there will still no signs of Thalius or his dragon. Percival quickly went though the room, and headed towards the second level. He didn't had much time to loose.

The second level was the same messy like the two previous ones, and Percival was totally convinced Eraghir wasn't a very good house owner.  If anyone had left such a mess in one of the Order's barracks, he would have got a lesson, which he could never forget. Suddenly Percival heard a faint cracking noise - something like a glass smashing on the floor. Then some louder noises, like tables crashing. "Like an elephant in the china shop" Percival thought, and added in himself "however, this time a dragon is in the china shop".

Knowing the foes are near, Percival placed his hand on the grip of his sword, then quickly hid behind a statue, which resembled Eraghir in the knight. "A bit boost for his ego" Percival laughed in himself, since the statue was bigger than the original person. But when he got behind the statue, a surprise awaited him. Thalius was there, barbing something with the back of the statue. The knight was so occupied with that he didn't even notice Percival coming.

Having no idea what to do, Percival decided to take the risk. He took his sword into his hands, and while pointing with it at Thalius, he said - This the end of the game, Thalius. Surrender now, or be destroyed.
Thalius jumped up like a panicking cat, but seeing the disadvantage of his position, he seemed to have decided not to attack, or even try drawing his blade.
 - Percival, I did not expect to see you again so soon - Thalius gave him a bittersweet smile.
 - I hoped I wouldn't meet you under such circumstances - Percival replied - you are charged for manipulating orders and treason. Place your weapon on the ground, command your dragon to stand still, and all will be alright.
 - Treason? I did not betray the Order! - Thalius shook his head nervously.
 - Then what were those forged commands for? - Percival asked suspiciously.
 - I could have never got here on my own legally - Thalius replied, and this made Percival wonder a bit. What if Eraghir was the weak spot…?
Suddenly Percival heard Frost's voice from a step distance behind him, saying - I don't know what happened to you, Percival, but this is your first and last mistake.
Percival had to realize he was in a lethal trap now. He hoped Frost wouldn't find them, but the dragon was either faster or wiser than he thought him to be. As a last desperate move, Percival decided to test if Eraghir's idea was true, and Frost did not know anything about this whole thing.
 - Frost, I hope you know the command sending you here and Fury away was created by Thalius - Percival said, but Frost only laughed as reply, saying - And you think I believe you!
"He might not know much at all" Percival thought, but had to realize the dragon will kill him if he can't enlighten him - fast.
 - Frost, start thinking now! Do you think the Order would leave one of it's towns totally without control and undefended - Percival tried to convince the dragon desperately - when there is nothing at stake?
Frost only hummed as reply, obviously thinking. Percival had a feeling the dragon already had such doubts, and now he reassured those doubts in him.
 - Frost, you cannot believe in him! - Thalius said astonished, when he realized the loyalty of his own dragon was at stake.
 - Tell me you didn't do such. Tell me you did not send Fury away just to know her safely far away. Right into my eyes - Frost said to Thalius, on a low and sorrowing manner. Thalius began to laugh, and it was obvious he lost self-control for a moment. Led by a momentarily by his instincts, he picked up a potion bottle lying on the ground, and threw it at Percival. Percival had quick reflexes and his training was good, and - like Thalius - had no idea about the content of the battle. With a quick move, he had no problems evading the flying object. However, Frost was to deep into his thoughts to notice what was happening - and the potion hit him right between the eye, covering the whole dragon and the surroundings with some sort of gas cloud. Percival could hardly see anything, but he knew Thalius cannot see more either, so he decided to follow the sounds of footsteps he heard. After a little while he could hear Thalius run faster, and soon Percival was out of the gas cloud as well. He could see Thalius running downstairs, and having no better idea to do, Percival followed him. But just as he reached the stairs, he could hear Frost's deafening roar. Percival had to realize whatever was in the potion what Thalius threw, it wasn't good to the dragon's health. "However, they are bonded. If Frost is feeling that bad, Thalius cannot be better either" Percival thought, and ran faster. Soon he could not hear the dragon's painful roar. He went thought another room, and went downstairs again.

Thalius was waiting for him in the middle of that room.
 - I see are trying hard - Thalius said.
Much to Percival's dismay, Thalius did not seem to become injured.
 - Ah, you think I would be feeling bad - Thalius laughed - don't start figuring how I got that idea, it is written on your face. Whatever I have done to Frost, it didn't hurt him… even despite that roar.
 - Give up - Percival hissed.
 - No. Not when I am so near to achieve my aim! - Thalius shouted.
 - Why, what did you want? - Percival asked. He knew the answer already, though. 
 - Immortality - Thalius said slowly. Percival was astonished. He did not expect that…
 - You are already immortal - he shook his head.
 - I? Would I be? - Thalius laughed - I am not, only my name, perhaps. But I am not. I will live long, yes. For hundreds of years, until Frost also becomes old and dies. But I don't want to die. Not now, not in five hundred years. Never.
 - That is not possible I fear. Every living has to die - Percival said.
 - I doubt! And I have the proofs to doubt! - Thalius said, with almost glowing eyes.
For the very first time during the conversation, Percival's belief in his own claims began to diminish. Perhaps Thalius was indeed only a fool, trying to achieve something what can't be achieved.
 - And where are those proofs? - Percival asked scornfully.
 - Here. In my pocket - Thalius said. Percival murmured a few curses. He didn't notice Thalius taking all those things.
Percival did not believe Thalius. While the knight said his reply, Percival noticed a nearly same colored potion which Thalius threw at him earlier. Lead by a sudden thought - and having no better ideas what to do - , Percival jumped at the table and threw the potion at Thalius. The whole room filled with the same smoke again, and neither of them could see anything. However, this smoke was gone faster than the earlier, and in a few moments Percival could clearly see - that Thalius is gone.
 - You got away this time - Percival hissed.
 - I? - he suddenly heard Blaze, and the dragoness crawled out from under a table. 
 - How did you get here? - Percival laughed, and pet Blaze's head.
 - I  woke up and saw you are not here. You said you'll do something in the tower, so I came closer to see what you are doing… - Blaze smiled - what happened?
Percival was thinking hardly what to say.
 - Alright, I see you don't want to tell me… you are just like my parents. What was in Thalius's pocket anyway? - Blaze asked.
 - Something not really worth to speak of. He claimed that would grant him immortality - Percival said while he stroke Blaze.
 - Strange. I don't feel like being immortal - the dragoness said while she took some pieces of paper out of her mouth.
 - What do you mean not feeling-- em- are those papers from..? - Percival asked, hardly realising what happened.
 - Yes, from Thalius's pocket. You know, we dragons have a nice game hiding away objects what the others have to find… when that cloud was here, I took these papers from Thalius, but he ran away. I hope I didn't do anything wrong - Blaze said, ending her sentence on a worrying voice.
 - No… - Percival said as he took the papers into his hands - you did a marvellous job.

Just as Percival put the papers into the pocket of his trousers, they saw Frost coming down the stairs with some strange liquid on his head.
 - THALIUS! WHERE IS HE?! - the dragon roared. Blaze almost froze to stone, and Percival had to gather his strength to reply. Percival could only guess Frost wasn't hurt directly of the liquid - since it covered his eyes even, the dragon would have been roaring by now and Thalius would have been blind. However, Percival had to realize Frost's nerves were not functioning best at that moment, and the liquid covering the dragon's head prevented Frost from opening his eyes. And being blind only added to the dragon's frustration.
 - He ran away - Percival said.
 - The coward - Frost said, and then lay down on the floor - so he is a traitor yes? And I, the fool, am bounded to him.
 - Don't take it that tragically… the Order can surely work out something - Blaze said.
 - The Order! Hah. This bond is my death-sentence. Thalius will be hanged when caught… - Frost said, almost crying- and I can already feel the hangman's rope on my neck.
 - The bond is only a magical link. There has to be a way to break it - Percival wondered.
 - I suspect so. Yet the Order was never fond of that idea, and so never researched anything about that - Frost replied.
Percival was feeling pity for him. Frost did not know about anything, and now he knew his days were counted. What annoyed Percival as well, since he knew he couldn't do anything about it.
 - The best way would be if you killed here and now - Frost suggested after a minute of silence - that would fix the problem of Thalius, and I would avoid the painful end.
 - I won't do it, and you know that. There has to be another way - Percival replied.
 - Would you mind living not in your body? - Blaze asked suddenly.
Percival was thunderstruck. He could not figure what his little being wanted to say…
 - Living in another body? - Frost asked with widened eyes. It was clear the idea surprised him as well.
 - Yes… dad is a great mage you know! - Blaze said with a toothy grin - He finished the work on a small crystal, which his ancestors began to build. It was a magical artifact which could transform the memories and the personality of a being into another… if I understood everything right.
"That explains why they were killed… even the wartoks need such things" Percival realized.
 - And you mean I could get into another body. Yes, a wise idea… but who would be willing to help a traitor's bonded dragon? - Frost made a sad grin - but thank you for volunteering to help me.
 - If you can find the crystal, I can help - Blaze replied - I always wanted to grow up anyway.
The idea was quite shocking to Percival, and looking at Frost he could see the dragon also disliked it. However, he could also see Frost fighting with himself now. He seemed to desperately want to live, but didn't wanted a such young dragon suffer either.
 - Did your dad give any advice to you where this crystal can be? - Frost asked finally.
 - No. He only said I'll find it when I will need it - Blaze replied.
 - What will you find? - they suddenly heard Eraghir, who just came into the room. For a moment, Percival wondered why couldn't the mage come only a few moments earlier - they could have caught Thalius that way. However, this might only have been a strange coincidence.

After a brief explanation of what happened there, Eraghir nodded.
 - So he looted my statue? - Eraghir sighed - and took all the papers?
 - He took them all - Percival nodded, while he put his hand into his pocket - where the mentioned papers really were.
 - A great loss, but I will survive it - Eraghir said - now, come here Blaze. Let me take a look at you. Say 'AAAAAAaaaaaaa'…
The little dragon obeyed. Eraghir took a look at her mouth, and then said - Now, hold your mouth open like that for a while… don't fear…that's strange.
With a gentle movement, the mage pulled one of her teeth out. 
 - That had to hurt - Frost groaned at the scene.
 - I doubt. This is no real teeth but the crystal we were looking for - Eraghir said - Frost, Blaze… if you agree, we can start right now.

The process didn't took long at all. Frost and Blaze fell asleep, while the crystal was floating in the air from same distance from both dragons, shining.
 - I hope they won't get hurt - Percival said on a nervous tone.
 - They won't - Eraghir said - her father assured me.
 - What? - Percival asked, not sure if he understood it right.
 - Her father. We were both mages, you see. And mages can speak telepathically among each other as you know. When I began to sense the power which was disrupting my spell, I tried to engage the other spellcaster in conversation - and I achieved success. We couldn't chat long, but he had enough time to tell me the most important things. I knew where he put the crystal, he told me how to use it, and told me after this process the crystal will be useless - Eraghir said - which is a waste for such a fine device. Yet, we don't have years to examine it, and lives are always more important than objects.
 - What will happen to them now? - Percival asked.
 - Blaze will be a lot smarter. Actually, she will learn everything which Frost knew, and Frost will live on, deep hidden in her. As for Frost's body… physically he will never wake up again. But I wonder if the bond will survive such a harsh magical operation… so after this, you will have to go on looking for Thalius - Eraghir explained, and added - we still don't know how much danger can he still cause. He is the living trouble on the loose.
 - With such a dragon on my side, I shall not fail you - Percival smiled.
 - I know. That's why I chose you two - Eraghir nodded.

7.  Tracking down the enemy
 - My head is aching a bit, but thanks, I am fine otherwise - Blaze smiled at them. 
 - And do you know how does Frost feel? - Eraghir asked with a paper and pen in his hands.
 - He tells me he was never more relieved - Blaze smiled - and he thanks us all for saving his life.
 - He shouldn't thank us that, since he also helped us. Knowing what Frost knew, you should have some ideas where Thalius is heading now - Eraghir said while writing quick notes. Percival took a short look at that paper - Eraghir was only writing down the working mechanism and the effects of the crystal. "Doubtlessly he will try and reconstruct it one day"  Percival thought.
 - To Taylan, I think - Blaze said, her voice lacking confidence.
 - Alright. Blaze, lie down for a while… you will need to be fresh when you and Percival will be moving out to Taylan. Your new knowledge and skills can prove to be very valuable to us - Eraghir said. Blaze put her head down on the ground, and with a sigh fell asleep. Not wanting to wake her up, Eraghir and Percival remained in silence for a while.
Percival began to wonder what Thalius would be doing in Taylan, which was a small mining town around the coalmines in the hills of Tarjaz. There weren't many things, as Percival recalled, but small houses, dirt and coal with a few mines along. From this track sis thoughts ventured to Blaze though.
 - She is looking miserable - Percival said finally.
 - She learnt too much too fast. But she is very young, and full of vitality… she'll get over it soon. And then will she be a dragoness who can truly assist you - Eraghir said - However, the transfer of Frost into her must have used up all her energy. Hence we do not know how long she is sleeping… but we cannot risk not moving while Thalius is on the move.
 - You cannot wake her up - Percival shook his head - she desperately needs sleeping. You saw her eyes!
 - I did. And I did not say we must wake her up - Eraghir said while he put the paper into the hidden stash in the statue - being on the move will be easy for her. She isn't heavy, and we have a good knight here, and very good horses in the stables…
 - Why can't you simply cast a spell and make us be in Taylan? - Percival asked - Horses are fast, but getting to Taylan will last long that way even. A few days for sure, but even a week with a bit slower horse.
 - I know. But I am exhausted, even too exhausted to call for help. You must be going now, Percival. Take Blaze with you… I doubt she would wake up within a few days. Dragons are very god sleepers when tired enough - Eraghir said while he was sorting various kinds of potions, making a list what he lost. He placed two broken glasses back on the table, then turned to the knight, saying - But still keep on eye on her. She is our edge against Thalius. She now knows everything what Frost knew, and this makes her able to predict Thalius's actions sometimes.
 - Alright - Percival nodded - And what will happen to Frost's body now?
 - Frost did nothing against us or our laws... he was rather used as a tool, and for this a pity him. His body won't be hurt - that will be frozen deep below this tower - Eraghir said.
 - You will.. freeze him? - Percival asked astonished.
 - Yes. Freezing preserves body you see - the mage replied - that way his body will remain unchanged for thousands of years even.
Percival was satisfied with the answer, and nodded as a sign of that.
 We will go on horse then. When do we leave? - he asked.
 - At once. There is a small post, about a half day away from here. They will be waiting for you. You can rest there, and then go on - the mage commanded.
 - Thalius shall not escape us - Percival smiled, took Blaze into his hands and left the tower.

As the knight rode the horse away from the town, Eraghir began to wonder if everything was as Percival told him. Things were too simple, to clear… However, he had not doubts in the knight. He was sure whatever Percival would do wouldn't harm neither him, nor the Order. Nor anyone else. And for him, only this mattered.

When Percival arrived to the Killing Boar Inn, he first thought he arrived to a wrong house. After looking for a while he had to realize though, that is the Inn indeed. Most windows of the house were sealed, and the wood was looking old enough to break in any moment. Percival quickly took his backpack into hands, Blaze onto his back, and went inside, hoping the whole building wouldn’t collapse on him. The bartender didn’t ask any questions – just lead him to a room in the roof. That room must not have been public, as Percival noticed, since the room had no windows, and he could notice its door from outside. Large portions of cooked meat, bread and water waited them on the bed. With Blaze still sleeping, Percival decided to eat alone, then lie down and sleep a little. He was feeling tired. But as he swallowed the first bit of meat, the dragoness woke up, and stared at the foods with a demanding look.
 - Good morning – Percival greeted her – you have been sleeping for a while.
 - Thanks... can I have some? I feel really hungry- she said. Percival only nodded as reply, and took another piece of meat with some bread. So did Blaze, who ate much faster than Percival, and so had time to ask - Where are we?
 - On the road from Siyerak to Taylan - Percival said after swallowing the bit he was eating. He took another piece then asked - Being this smarter than your older self, can you help me with some information on Thalius? Anything would be welcomed...
 - Thalius is not a traitor type, I know him all too well - she began to explain, but the meaning of the words began to make Percival wonder if Blaze or Frost was speaking. He wondered if he would ever be able to leave this feeling...
 - He was a fine man when we met. As you can see, we quickly found our way up the ranks, and we quickly became popular with our brave deeds. I only know one weakness of Thalius... he is very afraid of death. Even the idea of having to makes him shiver. This is why I cannot understand his betray - the Order was sacred to him. And so was I, I thought. I cannot imagine what could have forced him to give both the Order and me up - Blaze said on a wondering voice - but I don't really care now at all. What is done is done... my wounds shall heal with time, I know. And both of us are glad to know each other from this close now.
 - Thalius did not wanted to betray you - Percival said aloud, half to himself - he only wanted to elude the inevitable.
- What do you mean? - Blaze asked.
 - Here are the notes he wanted to take from Siyerak - Percival said - I read it aloud. Anah tome aturios xani, geraus nothar fee tajul. Hore ata ze an kare terat. I don't know what this would mean, but I am sure it has no specific meaning which could be used against the Order. If someone collected valuable information on the Order, it would be written in a well-used language. Not in something which can be easily forgotten.
 - That is not easy to forget - Blaze shook her head - I recall those words from somewhere. That is a mage-language, one used by only mages. They use it only to prevent  non-mages from understanding.
 - Can you understand it? - Percival asked.
 - Not the whole thing, but I can understand bits. It is something about death... about.. hiding? Or something like hiding - Blaze said, and it was obvious she was concentrating hard.
 - Thalius feared death as we knew. And he wanted to steal something, which is about death and hiding... - Percival wondered -there has to be a link somewhere. There has to be some point of his actions.
 - Something which was important enough to remain hidden even from me - Blaze wondered - oh, pardon, from Frost.
 - Death and hiding. Perhaps killing and hiding? - Percival wondered.
For a long while none of them said anything, then suddenly Blaze jumped up and said - I got it! Death and hiding, hiding and death! Hiding from death! Thalius was always afraid of dying, and now he wants to hide from death itself!
The answer was convient, and Percival thought about that earlier before. However, he never thought about it as a serious reason. He now had to re-balance things in himself.
 - It is so clear now - Blaze went on, speaking rather to herself than to Percival - Thalius organised everything. He did not spare time or money to plan all this. He created false commands, which only had small problem he must have not noticed. He organised everything! Even the arrival of the messengers. He had answers for everything, he could prove everything is legit. And he could keep all this in secrecy - even from the eyes of his bonded!
 - Noone doubted Thalius is clever and brave - Percival said - but now can we truly see what he is capable of.
 - Indeed. He had abilities and power even I did not know of - Blaze nodded, then made an evil grin - however, now he is a simple human again. The bond is broken, the body of Frost is now frozen below Siyerak. Thalius is much weaker than us, and he knows that.
 - But he also knows we know that. So he can count on us trying to use the new weaknesses of him - Percival replied.
 - And he knows we are following him - Blaze added - since he knows what threat he poses to us. And I do think he guesses we posses his paper. We should be very cautious now. I wouldn't be surprised if there would already be traps waiting for us.
 - And this is where we face our dilemma - Percival interrupted her - We can ask for help from the Order, as Eraghir suggests us to do. But, in that case, everything will be revealed. Or, we can try fighting on our own. It will be risky, we can even get killed - but then whatever Thalius was looking for, whatever he found about immortality would be ours. That way is also a true option, as I told Eraghir I would call for support, so the mage won't do that.
 -Living forever is tempting to me - Blaze smiled - and to Frost as well. 
 - Same do I think - Percival nodded - I guess our decision is made then. Now, let's get some sleep before we go on.
 - I have slept enough for a few days... you go and sleep, I guard meanwhile - Blaze smiled.
When Percival was about to fall asleep, she said -You could have told me my parents were dead. But... I admire your efforts to reduce the shock I suffered. I thank you.

They left early next morning. The bartender awaited Percival with a fresh horse, and a backpack full of fresh supplies as well. To maximalize their speed of movement, Percival was riding the horse and Blaze was walking on her own foot.
 - Taylan is still two days far - Blaze said while they were crossing an oak forest  - I wonder what Thalius is doing now.
 - If you could translate the text, it would be a miracle - Percival said - we would know where he wants to go even before he would show a sign of going there.
 - I know, no need telling me. Yet that was the most I could do, believe me - Blaze replied while looking at the ground - but today night I will try again. 
 Percival nodded. He knew Blaze is doing her best, but he tried to force her do even a bit more.  He wanted to learn her true potential.
 - Now, we better hasten our movement - Percival said - Thalius has a big advantage, and time is working for him. However, keep in mind you have to walk for days!
 - Alright - Blaze said, and began to walk faster.

Many hours later they arrived at the Old King's Inn. Percival smiled as he saw the building. It was in perfect condition, the painting on the walls outside was fresh, and the windows emitted light into the dark night outside.
 - Greetings! - a woman greeted them. She seemed to be young, but was neither pretty, nor bad looking. She was rather one of the many ordinary peasants.
 - Greetings - Percival said as he got off his horse - we would sleep for one night here. Our room has been paid already.
 - You are Percival, and you are Blaze then - she nodded - yes, we were told about your estimated arrival, and your room has been indeed paid, along with your dinner and breakfast. Come inside, I will lead you to your room.
As Percival entered the inn, he could see it was quite full with passengers of all kind. According to their clothes, there were wealthier peasants, adventurers, and Percival could even see squires belonging to the Order. He felt glad for this - if there were more people serving the Order around, his presence was less striking. However, he had to realize he was wrong afterall. Since when Blaze entered the Inn, she almost immediately became the subject of conversations everywhere, as Percival could see and hear.
 - That is your room, Sire - the woman said, pointing at a door, wielding the number "7".
 - Thank you, Madame - Percival bowed, and hastly went into the room, followed by Blaze.
 - It seems the presence of a small dragon is quite unusual in this region - Blaze said after Percival closed the door of their room.
 - You tell me - the knight said - Do they dislike dragons here?
 - No, as I am concerned - Blaze said - however, it is highly unlike the Order's knight is followed by such a young dragon like me. I don't know what you think about it, but I would leave as soon as possible…
 - We need to sleep, and we need food as well - Percival shook his head - we have to stay.
 - We can get food in the forest, and we can sleep there also - Blaze said hastly - but everyone knows dragons never leave their heir alone, and it is easy to see I am quite young. If those out there think you somehow stole me or something like that, you - and maybe I even - will be in deep trouble!
Percival had to realize the truth in what Blaze said.
 - Any idea how could we leave unnoticed? - he asked.
 - Well… we might walk out. If someone asks, we can always say we are going to check our horse - Blaze wondered aloud - and then we wouldn't come back.
 - Quite simple idea - Percival said as he checked his blade and the knife in his belt - let's hope it will work. I go out first.

He opened the door, and with confident steps he began to walk towards the door. He could hear Blaze following him shortly. With each step he awaited the knife flying towards him, or someone jumping at him. But with the distance to the door decreasing, he began to think he only sank into panic, and there were no dangers at all. He was close to feel very ashamed. He only needed a few steps to reach the door, when someone suddenly asked him - Ahem, Sire. Where did you get that small dragon?
That was the question Percival was afraid of, since he absolutely sure noone will believe him. However, he could not lie either - since even less people would believe a dragoness gave her daughter of that age to a knight willingly.
 - I am the caretaker of her - Percival replied, trying to hide his lack of confidence - her parents were slain by wartoks. I arrived too late, I could only save her.
 - Where did that happen? - the same one asked. From his cloth, Percival thought the guy is a squire.
 - Near Knightshire - Percival replied.
 - Knightshire? - someone else asked - That's really far from here.
 - I was ordered to transport her to Isengard - Percival replied, and he began to sweet. Things were indeed turning out to be dangerous.
 - And why didn't a mage do that? - the squire asked again - Eraghir lives close.
 - Eraghir is occupied with more important matters. Someone is creating fake commands, and he is after those - Percival replied.
 - That is true, I have heard about that - someone said from the crowd. The squire mumbled a little, then said - I am sorry for taking your time, Sire. Good luck on your journey.
Percival nodded happily, and quickly left. When he and Blaze were far from the Inn, they could hear Eraghir saying "Be more careful next time. I can't be in every Inn to save you!"

8.  Narrow ways
The other day went without any problems, so Percival and Blaze arrived to Taylan. The little village was looking exactly the same how Percival imagined it - some small, dusty house with many carts carrying coal.
 - What now? - Blaze asked - If Thalius fled this way, we will have a hard job finding him in the tunnel system. Those mines have very long shifts, and the shifts create a so complex system that any dungeon would envy. And nor I neither Frost has ever descended there!
 - You forget one thing - Percival said - Thalius neither knows the way alone. He either has a guide, or either a mining party leads him through. If we ask around, I am sure someone would know him.
 - True - Blaze nodded.

Things weren't that easy, they had to notice. Most people didn't knew anything, or at least acted so. Both members of the small team had to realize this way is leading nowhere.
 - Let me handle it - Blaze said, after she got tired of Percival trying without success. She took the gold purse, and went to a talking miner. After succeeding bringing attention on herself, she placed the gold purse on the ground, and said - I am looking for a knight who passed the mines recently. If anyone can help me, he won't be disappointed.
The miners looked at each other, and one of them finally said - I know that person. It's a deal then.
Blaze let him pick out a dozen coins, and soon they were walking in the shafts of the old mine.
 - Watch your step - the miner warned them - the torches we carry can easily lit the coal all around. And in that case, we will surely have a long and painful death. 
 - If these are so old mines, why are you still using them? I can't believe they are still so rich - Blaze said. She could barely see anything, her eyes weren't used to this darkness - since even though the two torches have given some light, that was far not enough for her in that state.
 - This shaft is not in use anymore - the miner said - if you came a few days later, you would have found this place shut down, buried with earth.
 - An ideal way to flee then - Blaze nodded. Percival remained silent meanwhile. He couldn't stop thinking why weren't the miners racing to help them. Why only one miner could help them? He did not dared to think what would happen if their lead would be part of a trap. They would probably get lost and die there. The miner would quickly get out, they would get lost for days, and by then the entrance would be sealed. Percival could do nothing else but curse himself for not seeing this earlier. And wonder how could Blaze also miss this possibility.
 - Where was that man heading? - Percival asked.
 - To the other entrance of the mine, which leads to Aztar. That city is still prospering, mainly due to the recently discovered gold resources in the vicinity - the miner said on a bittersweet tone - while Taylan will soon disappear, since the coal is running out here. A sad story for us.
They only took a few steps when suddenly the miner said - Halt! Sssssssssssh!
Blaze and Percival halted, looking around nervously.
 - Something is moving here - the miner whispered, then said - Ah, only my nerves. Sorry folks. The others would never come down here, you see. These are the oldest shafts, and they believe this part is dangerous. But believe me, I say, this is--
In that moment, the ceiling fell on the unlucky soul.

Blaze and Percival both ran for a good while, until they could stop to panic and think what to do now. Since they didn't check where were they running to, they had to realize they were really lost now.
 - It seems our, krhm, 'good'  fortune keeps following us - Blaze said. 
 - You don't have to tell me - Percival replied - do you have any idea what can we do now?
 - I am a dragon, and even though dragons live in caves, I have no idea what to do in a mine - Blaze shook her head - perhaps we could check if our poor guide survived the crash or not.
Percival was close to loose his temper. He should have thought about the possibility of their guide surviving the fall of rocks. However, now…
 - We do not know where that happened, do we? - he asked Blaze.
 - That is the problem with this idea - Blaze smiled.
Percival sighed, and looked around. Two things worried him mainly - first, they getting stuck in this shaft if these mines will be closed down so soon like the miner told them. The second one was an even greater problem: he could easily see the torch in his hand wouldn't last long. And without a torch, they could only walk in perfect darkness, which was the rest assured doom.
 - Come, we must go somewhere. Standing here won't help - Percival said, and began to walk. 

They have passed several tunnels, halls and corners, but still they saw no sign of the entrance of the mine getting closer. The torch was only emitting minimal amount of light now, and Percival was sure their source of light would be lost soon.
 - Well, seems the end of the tale is closing in - Percival said sarcastically.
 - We should have really thought of a better ending - Blaze said, while she lay down on the dusty floor.
 - You should have had - someone said in the darkness - but you didn't!

Percival quickly turned there, but all he achieved was nearly putting off the fire of the torch in his hands. The voice was familiar to him somehow though.
 - Thalius - Blaze growled - what are you doing here?
 - What I have been for many years now - Thalius replied - trying to break the laws of Nature!
 - You have only broken the laws of the Order so far - Percival made an evil smile.
 - At least that's what you think - Thalius smiled back - but I have achieved much more than you would think. Soon will I quit being mortal!
Getting ready for a likely battle, Percival placed his torch into a break in a stonewall, and readied his blade hidden and cautiously.
 - You cannot do that. Noone can - Blaze shook her head.
 - Ah, yes, I thought the same a hundred years ago. But I have changed my mind since - Thalius said confidently - rules only apply for the ones who aren't strong or smart enough to break or get around them. I have realized another way to live, and I shall achieve it - no matter if you oppose me or not.
 - There is only one way to live in general - Percival replied - don't try to be smarter than Nature, which created you.
 - Hah! Only one way - Thalius laughed - tell me that one way you know, Percival! Tell me the aim of that one way! Where does that way lead?
Percival could only stare back at the knight. He never wandered why he lived, or why he had to live.
 - This way of living forces us to great deeds, Thalius. We know our limits, and we do everything to expand those. We know we have to leave one day, and we want to make sure we did not live for vain. We want to leave something, something which will remind the World us. Our limits are our greatest inspirers - Blaze explained while staring at Thalius. While wondering how the little dragoness got that knowledge from, Percival took a cautious step backwards.
 - Your logic is wrong, dear - Thalius said - only limitless life can reach the greatest achievements. Your limits force you to make compromises with those limits, and not only focus on your aim. Your shortness of your life limits your ability to create monumental marks for the Future… even if you would succeed building it for your whole life, your life must end somewhere. And you following generations won't end your work - they will have their own monuments to build! The end is clear.
 - If you are immortal, why leave signs for the future? Why not just wait, and be in the future yourself? - Blaze replied - what is the point in creating a sign if you will still be there? Your lack of aging will make you loose the sense of time. One minute or ten thousand year, it won't matter for you. Alas, this would give you the feeling of real immortality. And when you would die of something, you would leave nothing. Your life will be vain, nothing else! Why to live if there will be no signs of you after you?
 - I shall leave marks - Thalius smiled - everyone leaves them. You cannot live without effecting your environment. Should you add or remove things, or just change them, the world shall not be the same before and after your life, even if you are mortal. I don't have to tell you: this rule is far more effective if the subject is an immortal.
 - Is just living only to live worth it, Thalius? - Blaze asked on a sad voice - I can't believe you changed that much. You do not remember anything of what we have learnt once. What is your aim of living? Changing your environment? Chopping out a few trees to build a house? That's all? There are greater aims to be achieved. Both of us know this, Thalius. At least admit you are wrong!
 - I shall not live for vain! - Thalius burst out - The world shall remember me… as the one who found the way to immortality! Both my name and I shall live forever!
- Nothing lives forever. There are things which last for centuries, but nothing is immortal - Blaze shook her head again.
 - You still don't believe - Thalius laughed.
 - I never did - Blaze made an evil grin.
 - All right then. Live being a mortal, and die soon - Thalius said with closed eyes and deep anger in his voice.
 - I pity you, Thalius. Your fears of death completely took you over - Blaze shook her head.
 - It is you who should be pitied. But one day you will learn I was right. When you will be so close to die, and you will feel the grip of death on your neck… you will see how right I was - Thalius said, forcing Blaze to wonder strongly. She indeed did not wanted to die. Even though she was young, and dragons were living for more than five hundred years, she wondered how would she feel when the last day was coming.
 - It is indeed a pity immortality for you will only last for a few minutes! - Percival shouted. While Blaze and Thalius were arguing, Percival slowly sneaked behind the renegade, and now jumped at him with a blade in his hand. Thalius could realize the threat heading towards him, but he could not do anything else. Percival could feel as his steel blade hits something stiff, probably a bone, and he could hear the death scream of Thalius. In the next moment, Percival was standing above the slain body of the knight.
 - Easier than I thought! - Percival said, while he stared at the blood on his blade.
 - Too easy - Blaze wondered as she walked closer to the body - Thalius is not that easy enemy. Not at all.
With a hesitating move, Blaze slowly touched the face of the dead body. It was real, she had to notice. But as she touched the hair, her eyes widened and Percival screamed in his anger.
The wig fell off from the dead body.

9. Sunlight
 - What is this? - Blaze asked on a wondering voice.
 - A decoy. I thought you heard about it - Percival replied - Eraghir told me about them… even though I did not believe there would really be any decoys of Thalius.
 - Now we know he has decoys for sure - Blaze nodded - but we are trapped here now. And we don't know any way leading out from this deathly trap.
 - Indeed we know no way out - Percival said - but this decoy must have thought of getting out of here. I would be surprised if he didn't carry a map and some torches with himself.
After a quick loot, Blaze had to agree Percival was absolutely right. The decoy had a very high quality map of the mines, along with five sturdy torches. Percival took his torch back and quickly lit one of the new ones, since his torch was on the edge of usability.
 - So, here is the map. As you can see, this mine has several entrances - Percival smiled.
 - I would only like to know one thing - Blaze asked - where are we on that map?
Percival had to admit the dragoness was right. He neither had any idea about their whereabouts. And without knowing where they were, the map was almost completely useless.
 - Let's go some way - Percival suggested after a little while - everything is better than just standing here.
 - You lead - Blaze nodded. 
 - Dragons have better instincts - Percival smiled.
 - You ALWAYS have a witty remark? That begins to get on my nerves now - Blaze said while nervously looked around - And it seems I'm lacking something every dragon should have, since I am lost here, just like you.
After standing for a while there staring at the possible directions and at the map, the little party decided to start moving somewhere finally.

They were rather walking aimlessly than following any specific schema. Sometimes Blaze tried to decide where can they be on the map, but there wasn't anything specific what would have helped her efforts. 

 - For how long are we walking now? I am tired - Blaze groaned after some time.
Percival took a look at the torch in his hand, and said - At least for two hours. This torch is nearly gone now. And come on, Blaze. Two hours of walking shouldn't tire a dragon that much.
 - I am a young dragon, not an adult one in case you forgot - Blaze replied with some anger in her voice - and we dragons are not supposed to be here, below the ground. It feels bad for me to be here…
Percival had to agree she was right. He even wondered if she had the beginning symptoms of claustrophobia - dragons were indeed used only to the open, and the mine tunnels were narrow and even he had a feeling like running out of air down there.
 - I don't really think you want to lie down here - Percival said after a little thinking.
 - I don't know what I really want - Blaze sighed - I am feeling very bad. Right now all I need is the entrance of this mine.
 - I know, trust me. I am doing my best! - Percival petted Blaze's head, and began to walk on. He was quite Blaze will follow him - she was much more afraid of being sealed into this mine than tired. Percival knew everything would go right as long as Blaze's fear of having to stay here forever was bigger than her tiredness. But he also knew once she would become tired above a level, he might experience big difficulties…

The second torch was gone, and this meant they have been walking for another few hours, Percival had to realize. Blaze was now looking miserable - somewhere halfway between being sick and lethally tired.
 - I am not going anywhere - suddenly she said - we will never get out of here. That means I have time to rest.
 - If you rest here, you risk getting stuck into this mine for all your life - Percival said - do you want that?
 - No, I don't want that indeed - Blaze replied with some sarcasm - but I would neither lie dying in a heart attack. I am too tired to move even my feet now, Percival. Go alone if you so desperately believe you can find a way out of this place, but I am not going anywhere now.
Percival was afraid of this happening for a while now, he could see how bad Blaze was lately. However, he still had no idea what to do now. Having no other quick ideas, he took his sword into his hands.
 - You come with me, Blaze, like or not. I am not going to leave you here, and I will even use force if I must! - he shouted.
 - You dare to threaten me?! - Blaze replied furiously - how dare you! Even to think of that!
Ending her words she, let out a small stream of fire. Percival quickly took a step back - he didn't wanted to get burnt. The following event surprised him though.  There were still some amount of coal left throughout the mine, and now with Blaze breathing fire, the remaining amount of coal around her caught fire.
 - Seems we better leave very fast - Percival said as he stove his blade.
 - You tell me - Blaze said while she jumped through the fire to Percival - but where now? 
Percival was also afraid of that question. They had no idea where were they going even before, but now, with the tunnels slowly getting filled up with dense smoke, the task seemed to be impossible. Suddenly Percival noticed something out of ordinary. The smoke was moving.
 - Blaze, the smoke is moving - he said - and that means there has to be a way out.
 - Think so? - Blaze asked suspiciously.
 - I am certain. Follow me - Percival said with a big smile. He did not knew what kind of entrance will they find, but he was sure the smoke would lead them in the right direction. The air was surely ventilating somehow.

Following the flow of the smoke wasn't an easy task, they had to notice. The tunnels were getting filled up with smoke almost completely and that greatly reduced their ability to see anything; fire was also spreading, making some tunnels be impossible to cross, and increasing temperature in the, so far intact ones. Suddenly Percival noticed something bright - very bright. He did not need much help to decide what was that.
 -WE MADE IT! WE MADE IT - he shouted, and was nearly stomped into the ground by Blaze, who was rushing outwards very fast. After successfully evading the high-speed dragoness, Percival slowly walked out from the smoking mine.

 - I will never, I repeat, NEVER ever go into something like that again! - Blaze said while she lying on the ground - no mines, no caves, nothing where there is a thick ceiling above my head.
 - Trust me, I neither want such an adventure again - Percival nodded, and sat down next the dragoness. They were resting speechlessly there for several minutes, staring at the sky. Percival looked around, but he had no idea where they could be. He could only see trees, trees and trees around them. And knowing they were in a forest was not much of use.
 - And where shall we go now? - Blaze asked - Thalius had a really clever trap here, I must admit. He can be anywhere now… and he achieved a very big advantage. He had almost four days to run from us.
 - He does not have that big advantage, since he wouldn't flee from us - Percival shook his head as he explained - Thalius is crazed into the idea of his own immortality. He will keep looking for the resources he needs.
 - But we do neither know what he needs - Blaze said with ironic manner - nor where he wants to get those things. We are in searching a needle in the jungle at night.
 - Maybe we are. Maybe not. I am sure whatever Thalius worked out, must be pretty complex. Tricking nature cannot be easy - Percival wondered aloud - and for complex spells, Thalius will need rare materials. And most rare materials are kept within Raensen.
Raensen, Percival wondered. The greatest gathering place of the mages around this continent. If someone wanted to steal something from there, he must have been a very skilled thief. But Percival knew: Thalius was by no means amateur in most professions.
 - Thalius is not that fool - Blaze shook her head - he knows the mages in Raensen would surely catch him. He wouldn't risk that much.
 - Perhaps. But the materials he need are surely very rare. Stealing such rare things always mean a huge risk - Percival said while he slowly got up.
 - He could steal them for a little bit less guarded place as well - Blaze went on disagreeing.
 - He could, yes, perhaps. However, he would never find everything in one place, expect in Raensen. And breaking into well-guarded houses in several cities means a much greater risk than breaking into several guarded houses in one city on the same day - and if we consider the defences of Raensen will be lowered… - Percival explained while he was barbing the leather of grip of his sword.
 - Why would the defences be lowered? - Blaze asked suspiciously - any sane person would never ever do that.
 - But they will do. After they have caught Thalius - Percival replied, and with an evil grin added - or a decoy who they think to be Thalius.
Blaze only hummed. She had to admit the decoys of Thalius were almost perfect - even she was fooled by one in the mines. And if even she was fooled - she, who through Frost has known Thalius for hundreds of years - a mage who has not known Thalius for long would have had no chance.
 - The plan you described is very risky still, and the thief would still need a very big amount of luck to succeed - Blaze said on a wondering voice - and this behaviour would suit Thalius well. And I now see this is the only possible way indeed. Our main aim is to get to Raensen now, as fast as possible…
 - We do not even know where we are - Percival cried out as he sat down back on the ground - how do will we get there before Thalius? He might already be there!
 - He is indeed there for several days now - Blaze nodded - but I doubt he did anything so far. He will only examine the scene - or scenes - of his act. But he will set his plans to motion soon I fear. He isn't really a patient type.
 - Did you hear what I said? We are lost! - Percival kept on moaning.
 - We are not lost - Blaze smiled - I know this place. Erm, Frost knows it. This is the Aznaran forest. This forest surrounds the village of Aztar.
 - If there is a village nearby, we are on the track then - Percival cheered - let's go! We have no time to loose!

The forest was a quite ordinary one, Percival could spot nothing unique or rare in it. With the leading of Blaze through it, they were travelling really fast, as Percival could perceive. 
 - How come you don't know anything about the mines but nearly everything about this place? - Percival asked.
 - Frost used to fly a lot above these parts. I know how this forest looks from above… so I can easily navigate in it. However, Frost never ever visited the mines - and trust me, nor will I do anytime later - Blaze said while she was looking around and around, obviously searching the easiest path.
 - And what does Frost say? How could we overcome Thalius? - Percival asked while he was jumping over an old rotten tree-root.
 - Surely not by force. Thalius could alone engage us in a fight with a moderate chance to win… and then he did not use the help of his decoys. We will have to use tricks and traps.
 - Easy to say, harder to do - Percival shook his head - How could we trap him? He will be inside of various mages' houses, and that will prevent us from making a trap into which he could run.
 - Unless we will be faster than him, and force him to use our rules of playing - Blaze smiled. She looked very excited.
 - What do you mean by 'being faster than him'? - Percival asked. He could not figure anything out of that.
 - I meant that literally. We will have to break into at least one the houses before Thalius does, and we must get the materials before he could do it. And when he will be chasing us, we will have plenty of opportunities to set up traps - Blaze did an evil smile. Knowing Frost's feelings towards his former bonded, Percival could imagine what traps Blaze thought of.
 - This also sounds better than how it would actually work - Percival shook his head - We cannot break into any of those houses. None of us is a talented thief, and those houses will be well guarded.
 - We are not thieves, yes, I know. However, we can ask Eraghir's help. I am sure he would lend us a hand - Blaze said with the same smile on her face. Even though the answer satisfied his curiosity, Percival still had his doubts in the plan he heard. He disliked the idea of burglary, and even more disliked the idea of what will happen to them if caught. He had no better ideas though, he had to admit - and he was beginning to get tired. Badly tired. Suddenly he noticed the trees were becoming less frequent, and the forest was becoming brighter.
 - We are getting out of the forest now - Blaze said - welcome to Aztar!

Percival gave a silent prayer to see humans again… and some houses offering the opportunity to sleep inside. This quickly made Percival realize how tired he is. 
Aztar was just like the other miner village they just left. It was small, houses were tidy but small. The streets were narrow, and there were many carts filled with various kinds of materials - rocks, coal and gold looking things. The whole place gave them a disappointing impression, since the whole village was a pile of dust. However, they were mostly lead by their desire to rest now.
 - Mmmmmmmm, I need some nice bed to sleep in - Blaze purred, and Percival realized not only he was thinking about beds and houses.
 - Luckily the Order pays the accommodation of its troops. I can get my money back - Percival made a smile while he was counting the gold in his purse - This is enough for both us for one night. But not for two nights, sadly…
 - So next night we will have to sleep in the open, eh? - Blaze asked - We will see. But right now I MUST sleep for a long while, so let's get moving…
They walked into the inn, which was on the edge of the village. Having two floors, the Inn was much larger than most buildings, as they saw. When they entered, they could easily see this wasn't an elite place - half of the visitors inside were half or totally drunk. Percival did not really care with this though - all he wanted was a nice comfortable bed, and some hours of sleeping.
 - A room with two beds - he said to the bartender, placing ten gold pieces on the table. The bartender only nodded and gave him a key. 
 - Lock your door tight, sire. This place is not famous for it's security, so keep your eyes on your package - the bartender said as Percival took the keys of his room, then added - your room is on the second floor, immediately right as you walk upstairs.
Percival smiled back and nodded, then walked upstairs, followed by Blaze. He found the room with ease, and went inside.  If he had been in a better condition, he would have gone downstairs and demanded his money back. The room did not worth even three gold coins, and he gave ten. 
The whole room was a pile of dirt, the windows have been sealed. The beds were brown with dirt, just as the floor and the walls - and one table was the only piece of furniture in the room, beside the two beds.
 - Not a palace - Percival said on an ironic voice. He was too tired to be upset.
 - Not a palace indeed - Blaze said with some disgust - are you sure this is our room? Not some deposit area?
 - Very funny - Percival said while laid down on the bed - but I really hope you heard what the bartender said. We need to keep an eye on our packages.
 - Our package? - Blaze asked and yawned a big - Rather YOUR package. I didn't bring anything but myself.
 - I hope you don't mean what I think you want to mean with that comment - Percival growled.
 -  No, I meant nothing. I just wanted to say it is you who should be on the watch, since you need all those things, no I - Blaze made a toothy grin, lay down onto the bed and fall asleep immediately.
 - Human or dragon, it does not really matter. Beware the women - Percival sighed as he tried his eyes open. Suddenly he heard his stomach rumbling, reminding him he had not eaten for a long while now. He was tired enough to not notice that until now. Percival took his purse, and went out of the room.

He came back very soon. Blaze was sleeping like a newborn dragon, Percival noticed. "Maybe because she IS a child, after all" he reminded himself. Somehow he could not consider Blaze a child though - the thought was somehow unnatural to him. "Because it is Frost who I see in her" Percival realized. Since Blaze and Frost were merged, the little dragoness was always trying to lead Percival with more or less success, and always had witty remarks. She knew everything they needed to know. And this gave Percival the feeling he was working with an adult dragon - and in some meaning, he indeed was working with an adult one: Frost. 
Percival quickly placed the food and bottle of wine he just bought on the bed. Even though his brain was working slowly due to his tiredness, he was still wondering. He had his doubts about the legitimacy of his own deeds.  And staring at Blaze, his doubts arose again.

He sometimes felt sorry for Blaze. Even though the dragoness was happy to be with her 'saviour', and was happy with current state as well, Percival knew he and Eraghir had done something they shouldn't have done under normal circumstances. Percival could never deny the claim in his mind… he was feeling guilty. Percival knew what Blaze didn't - by moving Frost into her, she lost something. Percival knew that, and wasn't sure if Blaze would sooner or later realize that. While other younger dragons were by their parents, and were enjoying an ordinary life, Blaze was with him, completing a very difficult and dangerous task. Percival felt like a thief - stealing someone's childhood. Even though he knew all what he has done so far were mostly forced 'decisions', without the real opportunity to choose. This did not make Percival feel much better though. He could only hope Blaze would never ever realise what she lost... He knew he would feel less guilty if the victim considered him only as a true hero of her. However, even that would not free him totally, he had to remind himself.

 - Mind if I take little? 
The sounds of the real world almost shocked Percival. The return from his thoughts was very sharp. Looking down, he saw Blaze staring at the food he just bought.
 - I am hungry - the dragoness licked her lips.
 - My package, remember? - Percival smiled.
 - Yes, I remember - Blaze sighed with a sad manner - but I thought it over. Could we share perhaps? Like... good brother and sister?
The 'brother and sister' comparison for their relationship took Percival with surprise. However, he didn't had to wonder what Blaze considered him to be. 'So I am a member of her family now'  Percival thought 'not what I have originally thought of, but still fine.'
 - Not a problem - Percival smiled, and took some bread and meat for himself, then took the bottle of wine. Then he said - The rest is yours. Good appetite.
He didn't get an answer, but could easily notice Blaze was indeed very hungry. The whole portion of her lasted for a good thirty seconds - Percival was only eating his second bite of his bread by then.
 - Was this all? - Blaze moaned as she sniffed around.
 - That's all we had money for - Percival replied.
 - Money, money, money. You humans are crazy about this thing... I sometimes wonder if it is good or anything but keep me from eating a lot of good things - Blaze growled as she got back onto her bed.
 - I am neither happy about money - rather the lack of it - but this is what world we are living in. We have to live with this - Percival said.
 - Not necessarily - Blaze shook her had - if you dislike something, you have to try to change it. If you don't succeed, you have to keep trying. Perhaps you succeed once. Perhaps not. But you must not give up... If you give up, you will surely never reach what you fight for. You loose before you would begin.
 - I don't think you would fight against something you cannot do anything against - Percival made a smile. 'How naive she is'  Percival thought.
 - You think I would not? - Blaze hummed - Weird. I thought we are just doing so.
Percival was a bit thunderstruck. He was not prepared for such a remark... Blaze was bringing proof to prove her right. Indeed, they were fighting with Thalius, who was far more than a powerful opponent. He and Percival weren't really in the same weight-class.
 - This is a special case - Percival said after lengthy thinking - we have no other choice.
 - Every case is special... there are no two same cases. And we did had other choices... at least we had. Both I and Frost - Blaze replied without thinking.
Percival was having the idea it was a bad idea to start discussing with Blaze. Even though she was young, Frost made her be smarter than most adult dragons even; and Percival knew he wouldn't match that wisdom. However, Percival did not really fancy the idea of loosing this "battle". He could only hope Blaze was sleepy enough to not be able going on too long.
 - Frost had no real choice - Percival kept on disagreeing - since I would not consider being hanged up with Thalius as a choice. 
 - I still had my choice. I could have objected, and then would I still be at home, waiting for my dead parents' return, and being brought up by Eraghir - Blaze yawned. She was obviously becoming really tired.
Percival could not reply to this one. He was also drowsy, and he could hardly find any ways to prove his truth.
Blaze patiently waited for minutes, then yawned and said - I see you are out of reasons and ideas... yet you would not admit I was right. Sometimes you humans are so stubborn... 
Ending her sentence with a toothy grin, she laid her head down onto the bed and fall back into her slumber. Percival was feeling a bit confused and humiliated. It seemed Blaze was knew much more than him on every part of life. With making a sigh, Percival moved the table right in front of the door, making the door unable to open. Then he laid down onto his bed and fall into his well-deserved sleep.

10.   Forestrun
Percival awoke, and slowly looked around. He felt lazy - he didn't had the mood to do anything. He would have most liked to lie back down, and continue sleeping. However, he knew that was not possible. Thalius was not to be taken lightly. While scratching his head, Percival stood up and began to shake Blaze. He had two reasons to wake her up - first, they could not afford to spend too much time in this inn, and secondarily: he envied anyone asleep when he had to wake up.
Blaze got up with a faint growl and a big yawn.
 - Must you always wake me up in the middle of my best dreams - she said while yawned a big again.
 - Should have I left you here then? - Percival made an evil smile.
 - I didn't say that - Blaze said while she got off from her bed - but you could have carried me, or I don't know…
 - Me carry you? - Percival laughed - You should carry me rather. You are a lot heavier than me!
 - Rude! I am not fat! - Blaze objected.
 - I didn't say you are fat. I just said you are heavier than me - Percival replied, while he made a toothy grin.
 - I so hate when you are twisting my words - Blaze said on an offended voice.
Percival only made a toothy grin again as a reply, then pushed the table away from the door, and opened it. 
 - What was that table doing there? - suddenly Blaze asked - If my memory serves me right, it didn't used to be there…
 - I decided to protect us from burglary. And this seemed to be the best way available here.
Blaze hummed and nodded as reply, making Percival sure she was satisfied with the answer. 

They went out from the inn, and then walked to the edge of the village.
 - Raensen is the destination then - Percival said, staring at the forest surrounding the village - but that is very far on foot. And I don't have a horse with me now.
 - Very far or not, we have no choice. So we should really get moving now - Blaze replied, while she began to walk towards the forest, saying - I know the shortest ways around… just stick close and there will be no problem.
 - Well, the living map has to be right - Percival nodded, and followed Blaze into the forest. They did not walk for ten minutes, and Percival was already feeling totally and hopelessly lost - while Blaze was going as she was being pulled by a rope from Raensen. She was going confidently, and very fast. Percival was wondering if he should tell her to slow down or not, but when she was close to get out his sight, Percival shouted - Hey, I only have two legs!
Blaze turned back with the sign of surprise on her face, then she made a smile and said - Hurry up then! We don't have time to wait for anyone!
Percival wondered what to reply, but before he could say anything, Blaze was on the move again. The dragoness was moving slower this time though, so Percival was at least able to follow her. 'Perhaps I should have told her there is no need to rush' Percival thought, and then wondered 'Frost must have been an excellent scout, even though I never saw him doing that. He can recall the best paths on the ground even though he have only seen them from above.'
Suddenly Blaze halted, and looked around several times, then said - Well, I'm afraid I'm lost at this point… I don't recall seeing this place.
Percival felt a bit crushed. Now they were in the middle of nowhere, and his guide was lost.
 - You said you know the shortest way around - Percival growled after a while.
 - I knew it, trust me. But… this place… this is NOT the forest I have seen! It is completely different! - Blaze cried out. Percival wondered if she only wanted to show him she really knows the area, or this place changed that much indeed. However, forests didn't change so much so fast. It was quite unlike. But looking at Blaze so desperately trying to realize where they are, Percival denied the idea of the dragoness deceiving him.
 - Let's think everything over again - Blaze said, and she sat down in a furious manner.
 - Come on - Percival said - we are lost. And where is the big deal in it? We were lost in the mines also, and we made it quite well.
Blaze only replied with an angry yet confused look.
 - Believe me, I knew this place! And it wasn't like this. Not at all - she shook his head.
 - Don't take it too seriously - Percival smiled - we will get it sorted. We are better than to get lost in some wood.
Ending his sentence, Percival tried to wash his face in a smaller fountain, which was only a few steps far from him. Much to his surprise, his hands passed through the water without getting wet. Percival shook his head, and tried again - to get the same result. 'Very strange'  he thought. Fountains never really acted that way, as he knew. Never ever… Unless this wasn't a fountain, but something looking like a fountain. Percival tried very hard to realize what could that thing be… 
And suddenly realized he knew only one thing which was capable of tricking him this way: a spell. The illusion spell.

Percival jumped up with the speed of lightning.  It became so clear in a moment. Of course got Blaze lost - when they saw a different forest! Percival slowly looked around. It was a miracle they made it so far without any injury. The trees they were seeing might not have been real at all, while the real trees could have been invisible to their eyes. Percival suddenly felt miserable. 'What a simple trap' Percival thought 'and yet how effective.' With hoping to not bump into anything he cannot see, Percival slowly crept back to Blaze. The dragoness was in the same state and position like when left her - sitting there and looking around.
 - I can't believe it - she said.
 - Because it is not true - Percival said - not at all.
Blaze gave her a suspicious look, then said - This forest seems to be real enough.
 - You are absolutely right. Seems - Percival said - I just washed my hand in a fountain.
 - And? - Blaze asked, obviously not really seeing the importance of this deed.
 - My hands aren't wet. The water was not real - Percival explained - just like this whole forest.
Blaze's eyes widened as she began to understand what was happening.
 - Illusion spell cast on this part of the forest? - she asked - That would need a very skilled mage.
 - But is not impossible - Percival replied.
 - No, it is not - Blaze nodded, and suddenly the whole forest began to change. Trees were disappearing, while other trees were appearing from nothing.
 - The spell became useless, and so the caster removes it now - Blaze murmured - This is a serious setback.
 - Why? We came over another obstacle - Percival cheered.
 - We did. But there will be much more obstacles waiting… since Thalius could not cast such a spell. He must have found a powerful aid - Blaze said with a disillusioned manner. Percival could hardly disagree - Blaze was absolutely right. However, the knight had little appreciation towards his enemies. Many long years' training taught him to do so. Thalius always believed underestimating the enemy gives him and his team higher moral, and Percival learnt this thinking from him. As a result, both of them were likely to underestimate any threat that was to oppose them. This made them confident, and often made them do valorous deeds others did not even dream about to do; however, they also made many mistakes which could have been avoidable with a more precise strategy.
 - It does not matter what or who he found. We will chase him and catch him - Percival smiled.
 - I envy your confidence - Blaze replied - but Thalius is by no means to be underestimated. 
 - Maybe - Percival nodded - but I don't really think he would be capable of doing much harm. His main priority is still to hide, and operate unnoticed. He can only achieve his aims that way. The whole Order in the region would be after him if he made a too aggressive movement.
 - Indeed - Blaze said - but you must not forget something. There are ways to get the rid of two unwanted companions… without leaving any signs and awaking suspicion.
Percival had to agree with Blaze in this one.  Neither he, nor Blaze was capable of seeing through very complex traps - they simply weren't experienced enough to do so. And even though Blaze was helped by Frost, even the old blue dragon did not really know much about tricks and traps.
 - There is no point just standing here wondering - Percival finally said - We will win if we can, fall if we must. Let's get going now.
Blaze nodded with a sigh, and went on going through the forest. Percival suddenly realized what was wrong - he did not drink after all, and Blaze was going faster than ever. After some sigh and look at his aching legs, Percival ran after her.

The night found them in the forest. A few minutes after sunset, the forest was becoming noisy - and Percival, more threatening.
 - It is getting very dark - Percival said. He could not stop thinking what animals might be close them. 'IF they are animals'  he added in himself, not lacking fear.
 - Indeed - Blaze said - we can stop for a while then. However, tomorrow we will have a long journey to make.
 - We will do, fear not - Percival said, and immediately began to collect some branches.  When he got a good dozen of them, he placed on the ground, then tried to hatch fire with clashing a stone to his sword. Suddenly a long bolt of flame set the whole piece of wood on fire, nearly with Percival's hair. Turning back, Percival saw Blaze laughing faintly.
 - Hey, I just wanted to help - she said while grinning - it is not my fault noone taught me how to aim!
 - A band of such helpful allies would kill me with ease - Percival growled.
 - Ah, you are welcome. Never mind - Blaze replied while she laid down herself onto the ground, far from Percival. The knight realized he said something wrong, however, he didn't had the opportunity to correct his mistake as Blaze fell asleep almost immediately. And Percival wasn't really keen asking her to forgive. He placed his hands above the fire, then stood up, and decided to hunt something down. He was really hungry, after all.

Hearing the knight leave, Blaze quickly stood up. It was easier than she thought - imitating she is asleep worked better she would have dared to guess.
 - He is not really keen on considering you as a team-mate - she heard Frost. Sometimes the old dragon was talking to her, but it was really rare to happen. Frost much better liked to only help her with his knowledge directly - showing her his memories, thoughts, ideas.
 - I didn't do anything wrong - Blaze replied.
 - I didn't say it is your fault - Frost agreed - You could have not foreseen this.
 - I hope I misunderstand you when you say I could have not foreseen this - Blaze objected - Percival is not that bad! He has his own traits and bad habits, yes. But noone is perfect.
 - He does not really care for you at all. He simply needs you - for this mission, and to live long after that - Frost laughed.
 - You only say such things because you were betrayed - Blaze replied - and you have lost all your belief. World is not that dark as you see.
 - Isn't it? - Frost laughed on, being more and more confident - Want me to prove? Of course you want. But you hope you're opinion will turn out to be the right one. All right. A test then. Walk away and hide, Blaze. See how your knight reacts. Deeds are the best words.
 - Agreed - Blaze replied. She was felt that a wise idea  - it would show the truth above every doubt.
She slowly got up, and silently crept away, trying to not leave footprints. Soon she was crouching under a large bush, looking at the now deserted campfire, which was burning in the middle of the forest, lightening only an open clearing.

Percival only came back one or two hours later. He quickly impaled the unlucky rabbit on a piece of wood, and then held it over the fire. Much to Blaze's grief, Percival did not notice her absence at all.
 - See - Frost said triumphantly- he does not even notice you are away. I was right.
Blaze had to agree she was now thinking the old dragon was right. She did not agree yet, but her faith was already in ruins. She would have never believed this - and now she had to think of plans, what to do now, where to go now. For the first time she felt herself be alone, completely alone. She only knew one thing - she wanted to get far away from that accursed place. As fast as possible.

Percival yawned a big. He was tired, and was hungry… the rabbit over the fire was quite tempting to him, but he knew he will have to roost it for a longer time, unless he wanted to eat it raw.
 - Smells nice, no? - he laughed. Hearing no reply, he was sure Blaze was still sleeping where he left her. 'I never ever saw such a lazy dragon' Percival thought. Eager to see if she is really sleeping, or just playing the offended, he walked to where he thought Blaze to be. There he stopped and froze for moments. Noone was there.

Percival quickly took a look around the clearing, and he became sure Blaze was nowhere to be found. He quickly sat down, and realized he was sweating and quaking. Loosing her arose many problems - without her, he was lost in this forest. Blaze also held valuable -and vital - information. And she might have been in danger also, he had to realize. However, trying to search her could have been a suicide mission, Percival thought. The forest was very big, and could easily contain dangers the knight had no idea about.  However, getting out of the forest alive without Blaze or finding Blaze meant the same dangers, Percival thought. He took his sword into his hands, took a burning tree branch, and tried to follow the footprints and other signs, which he found at the place he last saw Blaze. 

Blaze was running fast. She ran as fast as if someone was chasing her…  even though the forest was dark and she could not really see where was she going.
 - Slower a bit if I can advise - she heard Frost - you can get several injuries if you rush at night in a forest.
 - I do not need your advices - Blaze growled angrily.
Even though he turned out to be right, she did not like Frost for his move. Even if Percival lied to her, she would have liked living under a false sight.
 - So you would rather live being deceived than to live with knowing everything? - Frost asked in a surprised manner.
 - Why, is this "true" life better? - Blaze replied - I had one friend before, no matter if he was a true friend or not. Now, who do I have? Noone. Your truth came at a very high price.
 - Only because of a hard moment, you would give any of your belief up? - Frost tried to convince her.
 - This wasn't my idea - Blaze cried out - I was a fool to listen to you. However, I can't go back now either. Why don't you want to feel what I feel, Frost? Don't you sense how hurt I am? I miss Percival… badly. However, you, Frost, made a much bigger deal to me. You took my belief away. If there was a way to do, I would never forgive you this.
 - You would learn sooner or later. Not knowing the problem does not mean the problem does not exist - Frost replied.
 - And how did knowing the truth help me? - Blaze asked. She was getting furious.
 - You do not know yet. Time will show, trust me - Frost said. He was calm and confident about his truth.
Even if Blaze wanted to reply, she could not. While with arguing with Frost in her mind, she was just about to cross a brook, and did not notice a rock. Ultimately, she stepped onto it while running with full speed, and crashed into the brook. She felt bad, really bad. Her head crashed into another stone, but what was worse, she could not really move her body at all.

Percival was following the trail as fast as he could. Although he was taught how to trace trails, he was not expert in that - however, he had to move fast now. Meanwhile, he was wondering as much as he could. He simply had no idea why Blaze had left him. He treated her good, he thought. He never hurt her, nor with words neither with physically. He helped her, stood beside her. 'There HAS to be a logical reason' Percival thought with despair. However, the harder he tried the less he began to know. Only one thing remained clear: he had to find Blaze. Ignoring the threatening sounds of the forest, Percival went on following the trail - which he had to do fast, since his burning branch wouldn't last long, as he could see.

Blaze tried to stand up, but she could not move at all. Her body did not obey anything she wanted to do. She could only groan as she tried to move… worst of all, her head was bleeding, causing her a throbbing headache. "Something is really not right here" she thought. 
 - Only a broken spine produces such symptoms - she suddenly heard Frost, who seemed to be worried now.
 - But I only fell a little - Blaze objected - that would never cause such a serious injury!
 - How do you know? - Frost asked.
Blaze sighed. A broken spine would explain why she couldn't move… however, it would mean she would stay in the state of paralysis forever. Even the thought chilled her out.
 - Do not try to move, it is vain - Frost said - we must wait for someone to come and--
 - Noone would come here, and you also know that - Blaze sighed with despair - I must get out of here somehow, or we die here.
Frost did not answer, and Blaze tried to move again, with the same result. She had to accept the fact she was completely disabled. It was a strange feeling to her - she never really felt so vulnerable and defenceless anytime before. She stared at that brook - the water was cold, but very clear. She wondered if she should risk drinking - however, she knew she wouldn't be able to move hear head even. So the best (and only thing) she could do was lying there and staring. After a while she had the idea her sight was blurring - and soon she slipped into unconsciousness.

 -AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH!
Percival threw the branch away as the fire burnt his hand. With an aching hand he let out every curse he knew, and went on following the trails. However, he lost the trail soon in the darkness. He sat down to a tree, feeling miserable. He somehow felt to have failed both as friend and as warrior. He lost Blaze, first as friend and now physically as well. "And I wanted to be a dragonrider" Percival thought with some irony, then added "Ridiculous." 
His so big self-confidence was no turning into irony and despair. He felt himself be useless…  but staring at the sword he decided he should move on. "If nothing else, Thalius will end the sad tale of me" he thought, as he stood up. He was moving slowly - he now had time. "Pity I can't think of anything now… I am empty" Percival thought without any emotion. Suddenly he felt himself be thirsty. He slowly walked to a nearby brook, and crouched down at the bank, drinking the fresh from his hand. As he drank the water, he had to spit it out - he could simply not drink it. He had to try again to be able to swallow it. "My nerves are on haywire" Percival thought with a bittersweet smile "more good news. I wonder what else will come."
He drank once more, and then stood up. He had no sane ideas what to do now. He slowly walked into the brook, than laughed as he let himself fall into the water. For moments, he almost totally lost his self-control… this made him try to gather the remaining bits of his will together, and try to think with a sane mind. However, he still had no useful ideas. Suddenly he heard something moving around again… however, he was too tired to move away again. No source of noise threatened him anyway - just he started to fear from everything he could hear but not see. 
Suddenly he heard an angry growling, and had to realize this thing came really close indeed.  Turning back, he saw a wolf, standing ready to jump. Percival carefully placed his hand on the grip of his sword, and slowly walked backwards meanwhile. The wolf growled again, then turned back and walked away, leaving the knight alone in the brook. Percival was breathing quickly, but at least made it without even scratches. He sighed, and wanted to walk away, when he noticed something strange. The wolf wasn't moving back into the woods where he came from, but rather followed the brook, going upwards. 'Obviously looking for something' Percival thought, and decided to check what that can be. 
He only had to take a few dozen steps, when the wolf stopped and began to sniff. He did not seem to care about Percival at all, which made the knight feel slightly better. However, the knight could not see what the wolf found, and tried to move closer. He was thunderstruck to see Blaze laying on a rock in a brook.

Percival was nearly gazed to stone. He could not move, and could barely think about anything. He could not decide why Blaze chose the brook as sleeping-place, but he could not been bothered with that. While keeping an eye on the wolf standing on the bank of the brook, he quickly dashed to Blaze, and crouched down next to the dragoness.
 - Wake up - he shook her. He was having many unpleasant things to tell her, and some questions as well. Blaze did not react though. Percival shook her again, stronger this time. 'She can't be sleeping this deep' he realized. All his sudden came optimism left quickly. 'I know where she is now. And I also learnt she isn't in a good shape' he thought, then added 'this is not my day'. Percival sighed with relief when he checked the dragoness was indeed breathing. 

He wondered what should he do now. He had no idea what injury Blaze suffered, and without healing potions, he had very little chances of healing her there. Lifting her might not have been advisable as well - a broken rib, or a broken neck would be lethal if he tried to move her even a little bit. However, leaving in the water might not have been wise after all - even a dragon can suffer from hypothermia, which such cold water could cause. 
Percival decided to risk pulling Blaze out from there. He wasn't to keen to stay in that cold water, and disliked the idea of being watched by that wolf - who for some reason still not attacked him, and did not show any sign of willing to come closer. Percival only hoped there is only one wolf nearby, and not a horde of them. So he took Blaze onto his shoulder, and slowly walked out of the brook, then placed Blaze at a tree at the bank. The dragoness was looking half-dead, and Percival was now getting really worried. He quickly collected a few branches and lot of leaves as quick as he could, and then tried to light them with the sparks made by clashing a rock to his sword. It took a while, but he finally succeeded, then moved Blaze closer to the fire. "I can only wait now and see what happens" Percival thought, and he lied down onto the ground. However, he wasn't in the mood to do anything, not even sleep. This had been a tough night, and Percival did not wanted to know how tough the tomorrow will be….

11.  Raensen
Percival did not sleep at all.  He had many good reasons to do so… One of them was Blaze, who might wake up in any moment. The others reason were the wolves and other predators, which likely have been around. So, Percival just sat by the fire, sometimes placing a branch into the flames to keep the fire alive. The dawn came very late, as he perceived… it seemed to be an eternity to him. An eternity spent in darkness. "At least I had time to wonder" Percival thought. This wondering was no good though. He could only wonder about one topic: what could he have done wrong. 
He got up, but he could feel he was hungry, and was becoming dizzy due to the lack of sleep and the nervousness. He had no doubts about his fighting potential in such condition…. Since he could not leave Blaze there, he could not find solutions for those problems though. Not willing to leave her unwatched, he could not let himself sleep or go hunting. Then he noticed the dark forest was slowly becoming brighter. "Dawn" he realized He took a look at the rising sun - it was a beautiful sight. This reminded him the night is over… filling him with new hopes. Then he sat down on the ground again, and laid down his sword aside his leg.
Suddenly he noticed if Blaze's eyes were moving a little bit. Percival was hoping she might come back to life soon - he would have much preferred that to safeguard an unconscious being.  Blaze did not really show the signs of coming back to life, as Percival could see. So he decided to speed up the process - he took some cold water into his hands and poured it on Blaze's head. He did this two or three times, but it did not really made any effect, as Percival saw. However, just as Percival sat back onto the ground, Blaze groaned and opened her eyes.

Percival immediately jumped and kneeled next to Blaze.
 - Good morning - he said.
Blaze only stared at her, and then said - Good morning.
Her voice lacked strength, and she was using a very low tone, almost whispering.
 - You don't look good - Percival said, trying not to crush Blaze's hopes - Are you all right, more or less?
 -  You just said I don't look good… and I am not all right, not more and not even less. Not at all - Blaze groaned again - My head is aching badly… and so is my back doing. And worst of all, I cannot move, not even a bit.
The head- or backache did not really worry Percival. The paralysis did worry him though.
 - Any idea why can't you move? - he asked the dragoness.
 - I hit my back. I think my spine is broken or something such - Blaze said on her weak voice - if you follow the river, you will get out of this forest, and will get to Raensen. Leave me here… You cannot help me, but can neither go on with me.
Percival shook his head. He could not do it, his heart objected. He liked Blaze, and he would have never left a wounded teammate either.
 - Do not jeopardise the mission. GO! - Blaze demanded, but she could only choke at the end. Even though Percival knew she could kill him for that, he really pitied her.
 - I shall not leave you here, whatever you do - Percival shook his head - rather try to think about a way getting out of here. What would happen if I carried you for a long time?
 - It would definitely hurt - Blaze wondered aloud - and if my spine is really damaged, I might even die.
Percival nodded. "Not a valid solution then" he thought. 
 - You are thinking of something else, don't you? I scared you indeed - Blaze tried to laugh - We will have to stick to that though. We have no other choices remaining to get me out of here… And if I may remind you: with thinking, we are spending time here. Perhaps a lot of time. And the sooner I get help, the more chances I will have of being fully healed.
Percival had to agree. He could not dragon Blaze for a longer distance, and neither could Blaze walk on her own legs. He sighed and slowly nodded.
 - All right - Percival said - we will try that. However, we cannot go right now… I don't want to offend you, but you are heavy to carry… and I am hungry. Let me get something to eat, and then can we go.
 - I will wait here - Blaze joked - and get something for me as well.
Percival nodded, stood up, took his sword, and said - Scream as loud as you can if something happens. I will remain close.
Blaze looked at Percival disappearing among the woods. She was surprised to realize: she was feeling calm after all. "Perhaps I gave up?" she wondered. Perhaps she did, she had to agree with herself. The future wasn't really bright for her. "And without Percival I would be dead by now" she thought, then remembered whose guidance she followed and why. "Frost, I demand you to reply. Tell me what you think about all you have done to me!"  she thought, burning with anger. Frost had no chance to reply though; suddenly Blaze could smell something strange, and fell asleep.

Percival was proud of himself while he was coming back. Not only he did find and save Blaze, he could manage to hunt down a deer - which was a real challenge with a sword only. For this reason did Percival thank God he knew how to make traps. When he got out of the forest, he took a short look at Blaze, who sleeping where he left her. Percival felt a bit relief to know she seemed to be 'alright'.  Percival quickly placed the deer on a nearby, larger rock, and then walked to Blaze to check if she was indeed all right. However, when he got closer to the dragoness, five tough looking people appeared. "They were hiding behind the trees" Percival realized. He quickly drew his sword while he jumped onto his feet.
 - What do you want? - Percival hissed.
 - Wrong question - one replied - only we can ask anyway. What do YOU want, stranger?
 - I am not a stranger. I am Percival, knight to the Order of the Flame. And you are supposed to greet us in a different way, peasants - Percival replied harshly.  From the clothes he guessed they were peasants whom he was talking to.
Realizing it was knight to who they ambushed, the peasants slowly withdrew. They seemed to become less angry, and Percival could feel: they regret what they did, and were afraid of him. Afraid enough to not dare to say anything.
 - This is your dragon then, I guess - a peasant said finally.
-  She is - Percival nodded. 
 - She is a really bad shape - another peasant said, and Percival nodded again, not saying anything. Something seemed strange to him though - Blaze was sleeping very deep again.
 - Was she sleeping when you found her? - the knight asked.
 - Well… actually, we put sleeping powder into her nose, and that made her fall asleep - a peasant explained - we could not know whose dragon this is, you see milord. And a silent dragon was still better than a loud one.
Percival gave him a suspicious look. He knew the peasants were about to kidnap her, but he would have never risked fighting with so many opponents at once - that would have been a suicide.
 - Since she is in such a bad shape, we should take her to the town then - a third one said, and the others nodded as a sign of the acceptation.
 - There is a town nearby? - Percival asked.
 - Of course there is! Raensen - one peasant laughed. Percival felt a bit ashamed - he should have remembered that. However, the recent happenings left him time to wonder where he could be. 
 - All right - Percival nodded - take us to Raensen. Be cautious though - my dragon suffered heavy injuries. 
The peasants carefully lifted Blaze, and began to walk towards the forest, while one remaining peasant was Percival's guide. 

The peasants knew the way very well, Percival had to agree - they arrived to Raensen in a few hours. 
 - This is Raensen - a peasant said when they got out of the forest. Percival felt a bit humiliated - he could notice the city himself.
Raensen wasn't like any ordinary towns or villages Percival have seen so far. The city was surrounded by tall white walls - Percival was sure they were thick also though. The walls hid the rest of the city from the curious eyes, only a dozen tall tower could be seen from outside. This only served the purpose of defence, Percival thought. The city was situated in a large plain, where no higher landscape was present.  With such tall walls around, it was almost impossible to see into the city - so the besieging forces would have no idea what was going inside the city, unless their spies and mages informed them. 

They walked to the large gate. 
 - The main gate of the city - a peasant said, as proudly as he could - and the only gate as well.
 - The city has only one gate? - Percival asked astonished.
 - Yes. Only one. This is good when you have to defend your city - the peasant replied, and Percival had to agree. However, he wondered when did a battle occur here… and when would one occur, actually. Since it was easy to see the one gate was far not big enough for all the people crossing through here… Actually, people were standing in queue to get into the city, as Percival could see.
 - Do you have to wait a lot to get into the town? - Percival asked. With Blaze being in such a condition, he disliked the idea of having to wait so much.
 - Everyone has to wait a little - the peasant replied, and Percival had a definite feeling that little was actually even more than a lot. Percival had to realize he could do nothing with this situation. He sighed, and followed the little party into the queue.  He was waiting patiently for almost half an hour, when he saw something that froze the blood in his veins.
At the end of the queue, Thalius was entering the city.

The guards did not notice the man under the robes. Percival was about to berserk. He began to run towards the gates, pushing people aside. Suddenly a halberd appeared in front of him.
 - Halt matey - the guard said - what's the rush for?
Percival realized he made himself look suspicious. He took a step backwards, and wondered what to say. He needed a good excuse for his behaviour…
 - It's his dragon, and she needs help - the peasants carrying Blaze said, and Percival gave a silent thank for the peasants. The two guards took a quick look at Blaze, and the one with the halberd nodded. 
 - The healer is not far from here, eeem - the guard scratched his head.
 - Percival - Percival smiled.
 - Ah, alright. So, Percival, the healer is not far from here. Just go along that street - the guard pointed - and you are there. However, I am sure these peasants will help you out.
 - We will - all of them nodded. Percival could not stop wondering why the peasants were so eager to help him and Blaze… however, as long as the peasants helped them, it did not really bother him. 

After the guards let them in, Percival and the little group immediately rushed somewhere - Percival assumed to the healer. While going there, Percival could take a look at the inside of the city.
Raensen wasn't the local capitol for nothing, Percival thought. The houses were in excellent condition, most of them made from brick. The streets were clean and wide. And the people… Percival could hardly recall another city with people so richly dressed. "The city of mages and aristocrats" Percival reminded himself "This is a good reason enough to protect themselves so badly."
 - Stop now - a peasant said - I knock in.

Percival just woke up from his wondering. They were standing in front of a house made of wood, with the large "HEALER" sign on the front. It wasn't anything what Percival imagined - he thought the healer would be living in a more natural environment… 
 The peasant hastly walked to the door of the house, and knocked loudly. Since they got no reply or sign of anyone coming, the peasant knocked again. He was about to knock for the third time, when a young man opened the door. He was in his 20s as Percival could see, and seemed to be really energised.
 - Good to see you back Jake - he welcomed the peasant - what brings you here? You haven't been here for ages.
 - Good to see you, brother. We have been busy - the peasant smiled, then pointed at Blaze - But now, she is need of healing. Badly in need of healing, I could say.
The healer came out from the house, and walked to Blaze, who was now placed on the ground.  He took a long look at her, than asked - What is the matter with her exactly?
 - She was having a headache, and was unable to move - Percival explained - she crashed into a rock.
 - Crashed, and then cannot move - the healer hummed - sounds like a serious injury. Come, bring her inside. I need throughout examinations to see clear.
The peasants slowly carried Blaze inside, while Percival followed them.

That room wasn't a really big one. There were only two chairs, a bed and a drawing desk inside. Blaze was laid down on one of the two beds, then the healer began to slowly move his hands above Blaze. The peasants and Percival were silent meanwhile. This lasted for several minutes, then the healer cleared his throat.
 - She suffered minor head and bad spine injuries - he said - She can be fully healed without greater magic though. However, that will need time… and some money.
Percival was a bit shrugged - healers never asked money for their services, as he knew. They always got enough donations to keep a high standard of living, and the local authorities had to pay a huge amount of money to them - this was due to the law.  For this reason, they were not even supposed to ask money. If a healer risked asking money in front of a knight of the Order - that could have not been a real healer, Percival had to realize. "And if he is not a healer… what can he do to Blaze?" Percival began to worry. He wanted to deny the healer's offer and take Blaze to a real one, however, he had to realize: rejecting an offer in this place could have easily meant their death.
 - I know what are you thinking of - the so-called healer said - but fear not. I am not an official healer because I am far greedier to be one. However, I do possess the same abilities and knowledge like the official healers - and even more.
Percival gave the 'healer' a suspicious look, and the healer immediately understood the knight was still not convinced.
 - These men here are not peasants. They are smugglers. They deal with weapons of all kind. However, their job is not a peaceful one - fights are frequent. This is why I got role in the team: I heal them if they get wounded. In exchange, I get ten percent of their income, whether is my service required or not - the healer said - And I have one big advantage when compared to the official healers.
 - What would that be? - Percival asked suspiciously.
 - I do not report who did I heal and what wounds did I heal - the healer said with a toothy grin. Percival swallowed. He indeed needed this healing unreported if he wanted to get Thalius without the help of the Order.
 - Why do you tell me all these things? - Percival asked a half minute of thinking.
 - Because you wouldn't tell anyone… since you are in trouble as well. How do I know you are in trouble? If you wouldn't be, you would not let such a small dragon suffer such injuries… The servants of the Order care a lot more with their accompany a lot more under normal circumstances - the healer laughed now.
Percival nodded. Even though he disliked the idea of doing something illegally, this healing served his purposes much more than any legal way. He took his gold purse, and gave all his remaining gold to the healer, who bowed and said - Return in a day.
Without any other word spoken, Percival was led out of the house.

12.  Race of thieves
In that moment, Percival had no idea what to do. He has never been to Raensen before - he has hardly ever been to these lands even. He only knew Thalius was in the city, and is planning to rob some rare things - so he better hurried. Percival first checked his sword - he felt a bit safer if he knew he could defend himself. Then he began to walk towards the centre of the city.

Raensen was a huge city indeed, Percival had to admit. He could see people everywhere, and as he got closer to the centre, the streets were becoming more and more crowded and loud. Percival only now began to realize what advantage Thalius had - in such a crowd, it was almost impossible to find one person. And if that person was trying to avoid being discovered, the task was surely impossible. Percival had only one hope, that Thalius would make a huge mistake. The renegade knight had to break into a well-guarded house after one of his doubles was caught, as Percival tried to imagine the plan of Thalius. Suddenly Percival heard a loud ovation of the crowd, and went closer to see what was it for. Much to his dismay, a Thalius looking man was carried away. "So the second part of his plan is already in motion" Percival thought with some despair, and nervously looked around. He was running out of time.

There were too many tall houses, he had to realize. He had to find a way to decide which house did Thalius break into. Percival was trying which he was taught for so many years - thinking with the enemy's mind. He knew Thalius thought he was now more or less in safety even if he broke into a house, since he thought the guards were not expecting to see him. Suddenly Percival realized the obvious weak point in Thalius's plan, something even he did not notice before. Neither Percival nor Blaze told the Order what was happening. The guards did not know that Thalius became a renegade - so even though the double was caught, the patrols were not lowered!
Only one thing troubled Percival's mind. 
 - Why was that man arrested? - he asked from a citizen.
 - He is a criminal hunted for a while now… Jack the Merciless. He is responsible for at least ten deaths. And now he tried to mask him as a hero! - the answer came. Percival first could not understand the situation, but suddenly it became all clear. The double was likely engaged in conversation - the people thought he is Thalius, who was still regarded as a hero. He immediately became suspicious, since the double likely have lacked important bits of information on Thalius's life… then the rest was easy. The double was arrested, and was accused of something. Percival knew what effect this would take on Thalius's plan - the renegade knight would have to delay many important moves due to the same number of patrols. And this extra time gave Percival a chance to catch him.

Percival hastly left the crowd, and was walking on the streets without any specific aim. He was just looking for something suspicious, out of ordinary. However, after a while, he was getting bored of the whole thing. He was just looking at houses, then other houses, then other houses… He somehow began to get fed up with the whole idea. "It's not worth it" he thought  "I haven't seen anything a bit suspicious even. Houses, houses, and some more houses…"
Percival hated useless things. And going around in a city, looking for something he will probably never find - that sounded quite useless to him. However, the possibility of catching Thalius - even though it was small - still existed, and Percival did not wanted to miss this opportunity. He neither liked blaming himself. 
"Houses, houses, house" he thought ". Nothing of importance. This is boring. There is a guy walking around, then a woman chatting with a guard…"
He WAS bored, Percival knew. He so hated being bored… Not the feeling was bad. But the thought of wasting his time while he could have spent it in a useful way - that thought was upsetting. If only he saw something of importance. But nothing. He could only see people walking around, spotted a dragon flying above, and then saw someone climbing into a house through a broken window. He wished he could do something of importance… 
Suddenly Percival halted and stood thunderstruck.
Someone climbing into the house?!?!?!
Since it was quite unlike that was the owner he saw, he quickly ran back there. He jumped up, and also climbed into the house.
 "Thalius!" he thought "Here I come!"

It was very dark inside the house, Percival had to realize. The few windows did not let enough light in, and there were no candles or chandeliers. "It was a mage's home, afterall" Percival thought.  He could barely see anything, but he could perceive there was a table in front of him, with some books on it; on his left hand was a chair. Percival crept down, and sneaked towards the middle of the room. Soon he could see the whole room; it was a small one. The furniture consisted of only that table, chair and a drawing desk. The room was full with books - books were on the table, on the desk, in the corners, piles of books lying on the floor…  What was more important to Percival, the door of the room was wide open. Percival slowly went outside, and arrived in a corridor.

The corridor was even darker, and Percival did not really see anything. He could only hear the echoing footsteps from the distance. Lead by his ears, he went left. Since he could not see anything, and Thalius was very far away, Percival did not really cared to sneak; he was going faster, but as silent as it was possible. Suddenly a loud banging was to be heard, followed by a loud curse. Percival knew that voice. It was Thalius.
Percival suddenly arrived to the end of the corridor, and found another door, open again. He went inside, to find another corridor. For a moment Percival began to wonder if the house consisted of more than corridors and small rooms, but he had no time to wonder. According to the loudness of the voices, Thalius was getting closer. Percival took his blade into hands, and cautiously walked onwards.

He arrived to another door - and, something was emitting light inside the room. That meant someone is inside, Percival knew. He silently walked to the door, and peered in - to see nothing but a lit chandelier. Holding his sword tight, Percival walked into the room. This room was bigger than the previous and also filled with books, but something was different. While the first room's books were laid down with care and were obviously taken care of, these books were in total disorder - just as if someone was throwing them around. "What are you looking for here, Thalius?" Percival thought. 
 - You again - Percival heard Thalius from behind. He quickly turned back, and saw Thalius standing six steps from him.
 - You know I shall not rest until I caught you - Percival made a toothy grin.
 - I do know that. I did not expect you do anything else - Thalius laughed - One of our common quality is persistence. I did not think you could follow me this long, though. I thought I laid enough obstacles.
 - No obstacle can hold me back - Percival said with confidence - neither shall you. Surrender, Thalius. That is your only choice now.
 - Why should I surrender? - Thalius wondered aloud - To get hanged by the Order? Do I have anything to loose?
 - This is not the mentality you taught me - Percival shook his head - Where is your self-conscience now, Thalius? Where is the pride? The honor?
 - Here - Thalius pointed at his head - still here. 
 - Then how could you do this? - Percival hissed.
 - Not serving the Order means I have forgot every good, Percival? - Thalius asked. Percival began to hum.
 - You have betrayed your side - Percival said finally.
 - I have left my side, yes. And if I had joined an enemy of ours, I would be a hero there also. What is honor, Percival? Who betrays our enemies and joins the Order is our hero, who betrays the Order and joins some other side else is a traitor? Is this just, Percival? - Thalius asked with a sharp look.
 - From our point of view, it is - Percival replied.
 - From out point of view, yes. Please, Percival. Tell me something which is NOT just from our point of view - Thalius laughed.
 - I could list you even, but you also know those. Anything, which is against our laws - Percival replied confidently.
 - Your laws, oh yes. Anything which is not against your self-made laws is just for you - Thalius said harshly - what a nice way of justice. 
 - Every law is created by the ones who will obey it - Percival said dryly - A law is only worth as much as much the people obey it. You cannot create laws for a disobeying society in the long run.
 - You can always enforce a law - Thalius said.
 - In the short run, yes. But after a while -- Percival began explaining, but was interrupted.
 - After a while you cannot, you wanted to say. You cannot, because the enforcers are dead or too old to do their duty. And the new generation of enforcers is from the crowds of the oppressed - so it is easy to see they wouldn't follow the rules which oppressed them a while ago. So easy and simple, isn't it, young squire? - Thalius said with raised eyebrows.
 - I am a knight now - Percival hissed - and if you could figure this on your own, why do you tell me such foolish things?
 - Because this logic is working only for mortals - Thalius replied - Imagine an enforcer authority - like your Order - which would consist only immortal members. If we made a new, more just law, we could make the people follow it. It would take time, but we would be immortals - we would have plenty of time.
 - People would always rebel if you made laws they feel uncomfortable or oppressing - Percival replied.
 - They would, surely. However, they would slowly age and die, while we would remain fresh and fit. And, after generations, they wouldn't rebel at all. They would live by that law, they would accept it. They would not have any other choice - Thalius said with a triumphant smile on his face.
Percival was slowly realizing the knight wasn't that fool he thought him to be. Thalius had far bigger plans than only becoming immortal… he was thinking about redesigning humanity. 
 - And how would you ensure your new law would be more just than the current ones? How could you ensure this just idea of yours would not turn into a dictatorship? - Percival asked.
Thalius only hummed, and said - Good question, Percival, good question. I spent a lot of time thinking about this myself. If I give the chosen ones this much power, they can easily become tyrants. The temptation would be big. However, if I give them less power, and I give the crowd a chance to defeat them, the whole idea would be pointless. However, the plan has one built-in flaw, which would stop the motion if the plan was turning into dictatorship.
 - If you would explain - Percival smiled. He could not understand what was that built-in flaw.
 -The chosen ones would not age, so they could easily get a superb training, experience. Mortal humans or dragons, or any other being would never have the chance to defeat them. However, nothing could save the immortals from each other. If they became tyrants, they would surely battle with each other. This is a very basic quality of tyrants: they never feel safe. And the biggest threat to each other would be themselves. For this reason, if they became tyrants, they would fall, one by one - until a minimal number of them are left alive. And then could the crowd defeat them. Even though those beings would still be ageless, they wouldn't be gods. And who is not god can be killed if overwhelmed with sufficient power - Thalius wondered aloud.
 - You are taking too great risks - Percival shook his head - We already have a peaceful world. Not the best, I agree - but it is at least peaceful. You would sacrifice everything for your dreams? Thousands of lives, the peace, the stability, everything? Just for a faint idea, which may end in a struggle against tyranny?
- For the perfect system, anything - Thalius replied.
 - No system is perfect. Where more intelligent beings are, has to be a system existing. Where a system is, has to be laws. But where laws are, there will be always ones who are not satisfied with law - rebels, reformers, criminals and everyone who thinks in a different way than the law does. But, when there are ones who are not satisfied with the current law, will always be attempts to change that law - Percival explained - There is no ideal system you dream of. 
 - The diversity in the society is big, I know - Thalius nodded - But as you just mentioned, there are always attempts to change the current system, in a hope to create something better. You cannot stop this.
 - I cannot stop that, indeed. However, I can try - and will try - to stop any such attempts which would cost lives of innocents! - Percival replied.
 - I am not a killer - Thalius said - You also know this.
 - I know you are not a killer… yet. But what would be mortal lives worth to you, if you were immortal? Mortals die anyway - Percival spoke - and they wouldn't be a big sacrifice for such ambitious plans. Tell me, Thalius… what is immortality worth when it turns you into something else? What's living forever worth when you cannot remain yourself? Is living alone so much fun?
Thalius did not reply but just stared at Percival. They stood there silent for a few moments, and then could they hear the shouting of a patrol.
 - You have not convinced me.. you could never do that, though. But I shall not stop. I will succeed. - Thalius said, and ran away, through a passage Percival only now noticed. Percival did not chase him. He slowly put his hand into his pocket, and touched the paper, which Blaze got from Thalius. He hummed a little. He disliked the major idea of Thalius, but did know one thing: one day he would also die.  In the next moment he angrily shook his head. "No" he thought "I shall not follow the way of Thalius."
Not wanted to be caught by the patrol, Percival quickly went out of the room, to a window, then opened it. Then he gazed onto the desk nearby. A paper was there… there were words on it, and runes next to them. Percival immediately realized it was a dictionary. But, somehow, the runes seemed to be familiar to him. With widened eyes he took the paper from his pocket, and realized the same runes were on the paper. It was easy to figure: Thalius was obviously coming for this dictionary. Percival quickly took the other paper into his hand, and placed both papers into his pocket. The, he ran away. To his luck, noone saw him - the streets were deserted, thanks to the night descending.

Many streets away, Percival was now only walking. He knew Thalius wouldn't stay here… however, he had no idea about the knight's new destination. He accursed himself silently. He could have caught Thalius, if he wasn't thinking in that moment.  Now he lost Thalius, and had no idea where the knight might have been going.  Suddenly he halted.
He was also lost in the city, he realized. He had no idea where to go to find Blaze either. Percival was walking more and more slowly, as he was desperately trying to find something, which might help him. He could not find anything though… So he was walking in circles.  He was wondering what could he possess. With the dictionary paper, he could easy unmask the meaning of the strange paper. However, the he was worried what might this mean to him. The power and opportunity which clouded Thalius's mind could have been dangerous to him as well, he knew. Hesitating to read the paper or not, he was walking when someone yelled at him.
 - Hey! Knight! - a peasant said. Percival looked there. There were the peasants and the healer he met, accompanied by Blaze. 
 - It took a long while to find you… you didn't return and we thought you got into trouble! - the healer smiled - It was a challenge finding you, but we have good acquaintances, so nothing is impossible to us.
Here the healer paused for a while, peered at the sky and then added - Almost nothing.
Blaze quickly ran to Percival meanwhile, and said - Am I glad to see you!
 - I am also glad to see you are in one piece, and alive - Percival smiled back, and took a long look at the dragoness - You are looking all right.
 - I also feel great - Blaze said as she began jumping around - I was so afraid I might never do this again.
 - You shouldn't be jumping around - the healer shook his head - you are healthy now, but your wounds are not passed totally by. You should be a lot more cautious for a while.
  - I shall be - Blaze nodded with a toothy grin.
Percival was surprised to see Blaze in such a mood. She was far more vigorous he thought her to be, Percival admitted in himself.  He petted Blaze's head saying - Come now. We better leave.
 - Where are we going? - Blaze asked, obviously very anxious to leave and do something.
 - This late? - one of the peasants asked astonished - you can't do that. The gates are closed by now, and I doubt they would open them for you.
Percival hummed. The peasant was right. If they wanted the guards open the door, the guards would only tell them to return tomorrow.
 - Any better suggestion? - Blaze asked.
 - I have a free room - the healer smiled - come with me.
Not having any else place to go, Blaze and Percival nodded and followed.

They went to another room in the healer's house. It was the same big as the previous, but there were three comfortable beds inside, and a chest. In front of the door, a mirror was hanging on the wall.
 - Here is your room - the healer said. 
Percival looked around and replied with a nod - Thanks.
 - Will we get no food at all? - Blaze complained while she laid herself down on a bed.
The healer was quite astonished by the request, as the grimace on his face showed. 
 - I did not plan to give out a room and feed you as well - the healer finally said when he regained self-control - Let me get you something.
 - He is a so sweet man - Blaze smiled as the healer left.
Percival wondered if she knew why was the healer so kind to her, but he decided not to ruin the image in her. He slowly lay down on a bed. He was planning to think everything over again, but he was too tired and immediately fell asleep.

Harsh shaking waked him up. Opening his eyes he saw Blaze.
 - It is morning, Percival… we should really get going now - the dragoness said.
Percival yawned, and nodded. He slowly got up… he was feeling miserable. Every part of him was aching. "Serves me right for sleeping in this armor" he thought.
The door of their room opened.
 - I see you finally got up - the healer said - very well. I have packed some food into your packs while you too were sleeping. It is now time for you to leave.
Percival gave Blaze a sharp look and whispered - I thought you would stay up and watch - then he turned to the healer and said - Very well. Your services are very appreciated… I know I am supposed to offer the Order's services in return, but I don't think you would need them.
 - Actually, I would - the healer made a toothy grin, then seeing Percival's face he added - To reduce the competition on the market, you see.
Percival laughed faintly, then nodded - Just give me the addresses we should inspect.
The healer gave him a small piece of paper, and then led them outside.
 - I was asking around about your former friend Thalius - the healer said when they left - he is on a caravan heading to Mortol. If you hurry, you can catch him there. Now… I bid farewell to you my friends. May the Light shine upon you and your path.
 - Thank you for all your work done. Goodbye - Percival said. The last sentence was somehow familiar to him… He didn't had to think very long to realize from where. It was the usual leaving text of the healers.
 - Bye - Blaze gave the healer a smile, and the little party left the house, heading to the gate. 

They could get out without problem, expect they had to wait for a quarter hour in the queue. Once outside and a bit far away, Blaze said - They were very kind people.
For moments, Percival wondered why Frost did not let Blaze know why things were going this way… But he neither had no dare nor will to ruin the nice picture in her, so he replied - They were generous, yes… Blaze… could you tell me what is Mortol like?
 - Mortol is a smaller stronghold of the Order in the middle of nothing - Blaze hastly began to explain without thinking - And when I say 'in the middle of nothing' I mean it. It is situated in the middle of a big swamp. This made the fort be very easily defendable, but it had an effect no architect thought of when making the castle: the stronghold holds absolutely no importance. Even though most parts of Drakan are peaceful, Mortol have been exceptionally peaceful all the time... That place holds no importance even to the criminals.
Percival only hummed.
 - I know the question which bothers you. Why did Thalius go there after all. I can't wondering either… we will find out sooner or later though - Blaze made a smile.
 - I envy your confidence - Percival smiled back - yet, I hope we will finally get the rid of Thalius and end this nightmare.
Blaze wondered why couldn't they warn the Order though. That would have ended this chase in days, and they wouldn't have to make this long journey… but she trusted Percival, and was sure the knight has very good reasons for his deeds. 
 - How far is Mortol from here? - Percival asked.
 - The border of the swampland is a day or two from here. From there we can easily take a caravan - Blaze said, and the party slowly walked on.

13.  Incoming
Blaze and Percival arrived to Mortol in four days. Blaze was absolutely right, Percival had to realize. Two steps from the walls of Mortol, and anyone would have been lost in the watery swamp surrounding the city… the land was ugly dark-brown everywhere, and there was a horrible smell in the air. 

The only way in or out was the caravans - which were basically dragons, specially trained for such flights. The caravan, which carried Percival and Blaze, arrived to the city at noon. The carrier-dragons landed in the centre of the city. As everyone got off from them, the dragons got fed and some drink, then they took off, heading back, out of the swamp.
 
 - I now see why this place is so unimportant - Percival said - and it even smells bad.
 - What did you expect in the middle of a big swamp - Blaze replied.
 - Nothing good indeed - Percival sighed - Let's find Thalius fast and leave this accursed place. I'm sick even now.
Blaze only gave him a toothy grin, and nodded. Percival knew she wasn't keen either to stay here though.  
 - If we would know why Thalius came here, we could easily find him - Blaze wondered - but I have no idea what he might be doing here.
Percival was thinking the same, and then said - Perhaps we have ruined his plans, and now he wants to hide.
 - Unlike - Blaze shook her head - he wouldn't hide in a city. I think you underestimate him.
 - I do not underestimate him - Percival objected - but this city looks to be a fine place to hide indeed. Since this place holds no importance, security forces aren't strict or active at all.
 - Just like any place we have been to, expect Raensen - Blaze shook her head - and a dozen more cities and towns around. IF Thalius is still here - I would emphasize the word 'if' - he is doing it for a better reason than hiding. A swamp surrounds this place, and the only way out are those dragon caravans. So, if the situation would get hot, Thalius could only leave on those caravans - and he could be easily caught. No, Thalius is not that foolish. Something is here he cannot get at any other place. Something, which is important for him, but not important for anyone else.
Percival only hummed. What Blaze said was true. Thalius was indeed not a fool… but still…
 - What could he want to do here? We have interrupted his plans many times - Percival shook his head.
 - Maybe not enough times. We did not confront Thalius often… only rarely, in the bigger cities. Meanwhile he might had enough time to gather the vital components of his plan… and spell. We bothered him, yes. But maybe we did not hamper his plans - Blaze said on a worried voice.
Percival only hummer again. He would have never guessed his efforts would not stop Thalius after all. But as Blaze explained, it became a real possibility to him as well.
 - Let's think this over again - Blaze said.
 - Let me do it this time - Percival interrupted - we know Thalius is likely planning something big. We have a good reason to suspect he wants to do it here. The question: why here? There would be a handful of better scenes. What is the reason of choosing this place? What does this place possess what no else has? We know of nothing such.
Blaze also hummed a little, then nodded - I can neither help this time. At this point must Thalius be smarter than I am… but we are not alone. We could ask help. Where is the major? - ending her sentence, she looked around.

It only took an hour to find the major, who was sitting on a bench, enjoying the sunlight on the city wall. Percival wondered how could the smell not bother the thirty-year old looking man, but he quickly realized the man must have got used to it by now.
 - Good day - Blaze greeted the major, who did not reply but only smile.
 - We came here looking for something really special - Blaze went on, seeing she will get no greeting.
 - You came to the wrong place then - the major replied, staring at the distance - this place is nothing more than some buildings and swamp.
 - Perhaps something in the swamp - Percival asked.
The major only laughed harshly, and even though it was obvious he tried to behave himself, he could not stop in a minute.
 - In the swamp - he laughed - NOTHING is in the swamp, but the swamp itself! 
Percival nodded, bowed, and walked away. Blaze - even though stared with disbelief - followed him.
 - He does not know of anything worthy - Percival shook his head when they got a bit further enough.
 - What should we do now then? - Blaze asked.
 - I do not know - Percival replied - perhaps we should look around in the city. Or ask someone.
 - Or…. perhaps - Blaze said while thinking - we should look around in the swamps.
 - We cannot look around in the swamps - Percival shook his head - it is too dangerous.
 - For you, it is… but for me, it is not - Blaze smiled - Remember, I can fly. Even though I didn't use this ability of mine recently, I only did not fly because then could you not follow me.
Percival nodded. This might have been true. And from the air, Blaze could have easily looked around in the swamp. He nodded.
 - Be careful - he said to Blaze, who took off and began to circle above the swampland surrounding the city. 

Percival wondered what to look for though.  If anything were in the city, the major would have probably known of it. While going up and down on the narrow streets, he would have really liked to be with Blaze meanwhile.  He was partly afraid of her, but was mostly afraid of Frost… Percival was really afraid, since he knew what happened to Blaze when he left her alone again…  "Focus, knight, focus only on your task" he tried to maintain control of the flow of his thoughts, but he found that be very hard.  With heavy thoughts in his mind, he set down onto a bench. He lacked both the mood and energy to go on searching. He rested his head in his hands… he was about to have a throbbing headache if he won't stop soon, he knew. However, he could simply not stop thinking.  He raised his head up a bit, and scratched it with his hand. What now… In that very moment he spotted a coin lying in the street.  "Such things are said to bring fortune" he thought, and with a bittersweet smile he picked up. But when he looked at the coin, he suddenly stopped in that position.
The coin indeed brought him luck.

The coin was not money; it was a small medallion. A medallion, which was only given to the very royal servants and knights of the Order, who brought glory to the Order's name. 
This medallion had the name "THALIUS" carved into it.

Percival knew how did that medallion get there.  Thalius must have lost it without noticing…. the knight was likely in a big rush. "So he likely knows we are after him" Percival thought "fine. Now I only have not disappoint him -  be after him… Let's see. The medallion is here, so he must have passed by. Whereto could he been going to?". Percival quickly looked around. Just some old houses, and an even older church. Percival sighed.  He wondered where could be something even the major would not know about. It should be very well hidden, or…
Percival stopped here for a moment.
Or very old.
He turned his eyes at the old church.
Very old indeed.
Percival made a smile, and dashed to the old church. It had massive wooden doors, with an old, rusty lock. Percival quickly looked around, making sure noone is watching, and broke the lock using his sword. The lock broke up with a clinging noise, and Percival quickly sneaked inside.

The church was very dark inside, and Percival could hardly see anything. He could only see chairs, and white walls. The whole church was totally lacking all kinds of ornaments. Percival was slowly walking among the chairs, looking for something out of ordinary. He wondered for how long was this temple not used. Thick layer of dust covered everything. Everything… expect a chair on his left side, Percival noticed. He smiled. Knowing that is the thing he was looking for, he pushed the chair aside.
In the next moment an arrow landed in the floor, a step right to him.

"TRAP" he thought while his heart was beating like a drum. It was a so plain trap, but it was nearly enough to kill him, Percival realized. He looked around again. If there was a trap, there must have been something worth to protect, Percival knew. He quickly stood up, and began to walk around again - but a being more careful this time. However, he could spot nothing now. This only reassured his fears. Only the trap was obvious, the key was very well concealed. Percival sighed, and shook his head. This was harder he would have guessed first. With his first optimism gone, Percival felt tired. Very tired. He slowly sat down onto a chair - and then the world went dark with various loud sounds. 

Percival slowly got up. His head was aching, and so was his back.  But looking around he realized he found what he was looking for. He was in a tunnel, leading into darkness. Since there were burning torches around, Percival was sure the tunnel was recently used. He took one torch from the wall, and decided to go ahead. As the tunnel surrounding him got darker, Percival soon saw nothing aside from the close vicinity, which his torch lighted. As he slowly went in the tunnel, he could only hear his steps echoing…

After a good ten minutes of walking, he arrived into a big room, which was bathing in blue light, emitted by strange circles. The room had no furniture, aside from the altar in the middle surrounded by four pillars. In the middle of the room were Thalius and Eraghir standing aside the altar, talking about something. Percival quickly dropped the torch onto the ground, and stepped onto it. He would have not furthermore risked to be noticed… He was about to creep closer, when he suddenly heard someone closing by. Much to his surprise, he saw Blaze coming.
 - I found nothing, and went after you… someone saw you coming inside the church, and I found a tunnel inside instead of you. And the tunnel led me here - Blaze smiled as she explained. Then she took a short look at the blue room, and said - And we finally got him! But… what is Eraghir doing there?
 - We will soon find it out, fear not - Percival replied.

14. Showdown
 - …and I am confident it would work - Eraghir said.
Percival and Blaze could clearly hear that. 
 - Any idea what to do? - Blaze asked.
 - We have no other chance than a frontal assault. We cannot hide inside there - Percival said on a highly worried voice. He knew Thalius meant a formidable force, but Percival had no idea what Eraghir was doing there. If the mage somehow turned to Thalius's side, he and Blaze they had no chance… However, they were so close. Both parties, Percival knew.
Thalius was close to his aim, Percival could feel. The knight took far more risk this time than usual.
However, Percival and Blaze were also close to catch Thalius - and the knight could not flee this time. 
Percival has decided. Attack.
 - Ready? - he asked Blaze.
 - As always - Blaze made a toothy grin. Percival nodded as he took his sword into his hands. Both of them jumped up, and dashed towards the surprised Eraghir and Thalius.

 - GIVE UP! THIS ENDS HERE - Percival shouted as he ran towards Thalius. The knight must have been very confident in the safety of this place… he was so surprised he could hardly react. However, he could react afterall. He held his blade defensively in front of him, and that was enough to repel Percival's thrusting attack. However, Percival did not give up. He made a half circle with his blade, and aimed at Thalius's neck this time. The knight was much more experienced though. He ducked back, and kicked out Percival's leg. Percival lost his stability, but could stay on his foot, and try another attack, which hit Thalius, but did not pierce through the mail of the knight.

Meanwhile, Blaze ran towards Eraghir. 
 - Welcome back, Blaze… I did not expect to see you back - the mage greeted the dragoness.
 - Neither I - Blaze halted and smiled - what are you doing here?
 - I was following Thalius like you - Eraghir replied quickly.
 - Same did we… and now you can look what occurred - Blaze said.
 - A fight - Eraghir said while he stared at Percival and Thalius fighting - two single-minded warriors beating each other. You really shouldn't look there.
 - Why? It is fun - Blaze replied.
 - It is a fun only available for older dragons - Eraghir said, and stood in front of Blaze.
 - You sound like dad - Blaze growled - honestly.
 - I hope I heard nothing - Eraghir took a sharp look at Blaze, who turned around and said - No, you heard it right. You have good ears, I think.
 - You are a rude little dragon - Eraghir laughed - but I know that rude little dragons will grow up into big powerful dragons, so I'd rather not piss you off.
 - Thank you - Blaze smiled - and I think you forgot I am big even now. Big enough.
 - You are - Eraghir laughed.
The two knights still fought their battle meanwhile. Eraghir and Blaze watched silently for a few moments, then Eraghir said - Look there, Blaze! Some others are coming!
Blaze quickly looked at the tunnel through which they arrived, but could see noone. She was about to object, when she could feel sharp pain, and lost consciousness.
 - Percival, if you want to see her alive, drop your weapon and stay back with your hands held up - Eraghir said.

Percival throw his sword away, and took three steps back.
 - It took long - Thalius said.
 - But it worked - Eraghir replied - And noone died.
 - Indeed - Thalius nodded, then he turned to Percival - You, Percival, will have a great privilege.  You will soon witness the birth of the first immortal!
 - Noone mortal can be immortal - Percival replied harshly - you can live for hundreds of years, but once will someone finish your life. 
 - Why would anyone do that? I can help anyone. Anyone could benefit from my knowledge - Thalius laughed - even the greatest emperors would race for such a wisdom walking on two legs like me. 
 - Unless there would be other immortals who could perhaps know more. Then would you be useless, and pose only a possible threat to the wiser immortals - Percival made an evil grin.
Thalius did not reply, just hummed, and then said - You are maybe right.
 - Let's begin with the spell, Thalius. We are running out of time - Eraghir said.
 - Why do you help him, Eraghir? - Percival addressed the mage with his question, because he could see no effect his words on Thalius.
 - We help each other. Thalius took the attention, while I could operate unseen…and now both of us will be immortals - Eraghir grinned toothily - You did not notice you were in a trap all along, Percival. But you could have not done that anyway… the plan was so perfect.
Percival only growled. 
 - I was sometimes afraid you might discover what is going on though… since Thalius could never achieve success. You took everything he wanted to… but you did not notice why Thalius did not give up. Also, as a friend of mages, I could get everything in another way, so you could not stop our plan - Eraghir went on explaining.
 - And now only a spell is remaining to our immortality - Thalius grinned toothily.
Percival did not reply. He heard enough… he failed. That was enough for him. Far enough. 

Eraghir placed a scroll on the altar, and poured a little of a strange liquid on it.  The scroll suddenly began to burn with black flames, and the lights in the room started to shine far stronger than before. Percival needed no special magical training to see Eraghir was setting great powers free. The mage lifted his arms, and looked upwards, shouting words Percival could not understand. The sight amazed him.

After a few moments passing, the scroll was totally burnt. Eraghir was looking exhausted… the spell must have drained him, Percival thought. In the next moment, the mage collapsed lifelessly. First Percival thought this was another result of the spell, but then he spotted Thalius with a bloody sword in his hand.
 - Sorry, Eraghir. I could not leave you became immortal like me…  I would have had no chance, and that was not my plan - Thalius said to the dead.
 - You killed him - Percival said coldly.
 - I did indeed kill him. But what does one life worth when a plan is in motion - a plan, which will turn lives of millions better - Thalius replied.
 - I told you last time. Your plan will never work. You are just another utopist… doomed to fall - Percival replied, still, his voice lacking emotion. To not sense the feeling of failure, Percival decided to ignore his feelings as long as he could and only rely on his logic and sanity.
 - I am not an utopist! This - Thalius pointed at the altar with the black dust on it, which was obviously the remain of the scroll - this is reality! You will soon see how real it is!
 - I can even now see, Thalius. It has taken over you almost completely already - Percival said on a bittersweet voice.
 - I am not taken over by anything. I am what I was - Thalius objected.
 - Deny, I knew you would never accept the truth. Look into yourself, Thalius… You plan to take over the world for some plan, and you are ready to do anything for it. You even enable yourself to kill… take some else's life. Is that just, Thalius? Is that what you taught me? The goal would justify the method? - Percival asked - The closeness of power has blunted your true nature. Who am I speaking with, Thalius? The servant of the Order, or a would-be tyrant?
Thalius did not reply for seconds, just gaze at the ground, and then he smiled and shook his head.
 - Nice try, Percival. It does not affect me though. I risked and sacrificed too much to stop now - Thalius said - The decision was made, and there is no way back. Now - witness the birth of the immortal!
Thalius laughed, and began to whisper some words. Percival could feel as energy was channelling in the room, floating around, and flying towards Thalius. The knight began to laugh, enjoying the feeling. However, there was something Percival could not deny… he felt some disharmony in the air also. As if some parts of the magic was not working properly…
 - This place will soon become dangerous - suddenly he heard Blaze, who standing on his left - let's leave. Fast.
Percival realized he did not notice when Blaze regained her consciousness, and walked close to him… he was too fascinated by the sight. Neither did Thalius notice Blaze though - but for the knight, the outer world became inexistent for this period of time. 
Percival could feel the growing disharmony in magic, so he nodded, and followed Blaze, who was already running out of the room. Before he left, he wanted a final sight, so he turned back. His heart nearly froze.

Thalius was looking like an old man. He skin, his now white hear, his old beard… he was aging with incredible speed. Percival immediately realized something did go wrong in the magic… Just as if life was reassuring him, the room suddenly filled with torching flames. Percival was first paralysed with horror, and then he began to run. He only wanted to get away from that place…



 - Well, it is over. Thalius finished our quest, after all - Blaze said while they were travelling back from Mortol. Noone noticed what happened down there, apart from Percival being told not to break into temples next time. The knight only made a blushing smile and promised never doing that again.
 - What do you mean? - Percival asked.
 - If he would have not killed Eraghir, the mage could have cast the spell without any problem… However, Thalius listened to you this time and tried to assure he will have no rivals. But he forgot he never cast any very complex spell… and his first attempt turned out to be his last one - Blaze made a toothy grin - I'm so happy we made it alive… and it's over. With that scroll burnt, noone will do the same again…
 - I'm happy too, trust me - Percival laughed. But he did not dare to tell Blaze about the two scrolls in his pocket…

Intermission
 Wisdom is power, many say. It is true, but not only in the way the common mind thinks. Like in every thing in life, it has its good and bad sides. Wisdom brings power, but it has some possible negative effects… 

Wisdom can be the most powerful weapon, and the best guide. Wisdom is indeed power. With the proper wisdom, every obstacle can be easily overcome, everything is possible. Wisdom can enable the bearer do almost superhuman deeds… and wisdom also helps to overcome various temptations, which can be quite dangerous in one's life.

However, wisdom also has bad sides. The most powerful drawback of wisdom is the power it means. After one tasted the power the wisdom gives, it is hard to stop using it. We are all humans, we seek power, because what it offers: the chance to be admired. And the easiest way to be admired is to have power… This is the reason why wisdom is so seductive. After one has the wisdom referring to a topic, that one will hardly ever use a different way than he knows, even if there would be better methods, other ways existing. One does not easily leave the path, which gives power… one would hardly give up something he has for something he might have. However, this - sometimes even stubborn - trying to not learn the other, the new can be very harmful. It can cut off the ways to gain new pieces of wisdom, of without the reliant might not be able to exist after a while.

Wisdom also arises a very serious topic: the question of responsibility. Is the wisdom's bearer responsible for the wise thoughts he spreads? Life has proved nothing can be meant in only one way. A reagent can be medicine in one hand, while it can be lethal toxin in another. Is the inventor responsible for what career his invention will do? Is the sage creating the wise thoughts responsible for the way his thoughts are understood and used?
The inventor likely cannot control, or not even influence the way his invention will be used. However, he must use his geniality - since if he would not do, someone else would do so. Not inventing something due to being afraid of the results is not option, because there is always one careless, but genius inventor. From this aspect, the inventor has no responsibility for his inventions.
However, on the other hand: who is responsible if not the inventor? The people, who do not even know what they are using? Only the inventor knows what is his invention capable of. However, people who do not know anything about it are using that invention…

The conclusion is that wisdom means power, and dangers as well. The wise person knows what to learn, and when to learn it.

But the really wise person also knows what to forget.
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15.  The undying idea
Percival stared into the rising sun. He smiled… this sight somehow reminded him of Knigthshire. The good old town where he turned against his former master… how long it was. Almost three hundred years ago. And yet… the memories are so vivid. "Just as if it would have been yesterday" he thought.

How long it was…

Much has changed since. Percival and Blaze got bounded, and lived the "ordinary" life of the heroes. They quickly became popular and well known, and soon Percival found himself training new squires, younger knights. He was happy with his situation though. He could live a peaceful life, and could learn things about the world… he was so curious. This was a common interest with Blaze though. The dragoness was also anxious to learn everything she can, and as time passed she only became more and more curious about the secrets of the world. They had fun together... even the memories could make Percival smile.
Things were changing though.

Percival could feel they were becoming old - it did not bother him when he was younger. But now, closing to the final days, it was becoming terrific. Even though the bond with Blaze made both of them live as long as the dragon was alive, even Blaze was getting old now. Though there were no outer signs, it was quite obvious since Blaze spent more and more time with sleeping lately - sometimes she slept whole weeks -, she was becoming slower and her senses seemed to get blunt. Percival sighed. He didn't want to go. Life was so beautiful… But once everything ends. Bad things, and - sadly - good things also. 
Percival always tried to give the others an impression he wasn't aging. He dyed his hair, and tried to remain as fit as possible… but he wasn't either like his younger self, he had to admit. 
He moved his eyes away from the shining globe. Knightshire… he was so young, full of energy. So unlike his current self. He was battling Thalius, who had that foolish plan in his mind…

That foolish plan.

This thought struck into Percival's mind. Thalius wanted to live forever… 
"Perhaps… I could do the same" Percival thought. He tried to think hard, trying to recall memories about that long quest. "Wondering never hurts" he thought. And something popped into his mind. Two papers.

He ran back into his living room from the window, and opened his chest. After a few minutes of searching, he found a small box. He has not opened that box in years… the dust created thick layers on it. He took a key from a hidden part of his drawer, and opened to box with it. He blew the dust off from the box, and then he took out a gemmed dagger, two rings… and two rolled scrolls.  He quickly moved to his table, sat down and began translate the first scroll using the second one. He could only do it slowly, but he knew it would worth the effort…

…which was astounding. The scroll contained the receipt of a very complex spell - the most complex one he ever saw. It required various reagents, and the enchanting contained expressions very hard to use, even for mages.  Percival needed no thinking to realize: this was the spell Thalius cast wrong.
He realized if he would make even only the smallest mistake, he might end up like Thalius… 
But Percival could have not been bothered with this thought. He knew he would soon die anyway… he had nothing to loose. In fact, he held the promise of a new, eternal life in his hand.  Something he was dreaming of on so many nights lately.

Percival spent the afternoon and night of that day with planning. He had and could get many reagents required, but he was unable to get some. However, he knew which cities he chased Thalius through three hundred years before… He was confident he would find the reagents there. And, he will have to make it to Mortol, he reminded himself… he has not heard of the city for ages. But, talking of a city surrounded with swamp, this was not very surprising. After having planned everything, Percival went to bed. He knew the next day he would have much to do…

He woke up early. He took his sword, and went out of his house, right to the Order's local fortress. The city was empty… it was so early most people didn't even get up. Percival was happy this was that way though… he never really liked the big crowds. Soon he arrived to the fortress. He knocked on the door twice.
 - What do you want this early… - the guard yawned.
 - Is Blaze up? - Percival asked. He wasn't in a chatty mood, he wanted to hurry. The guard immediately realized with whom he was speaking, and replied on a much nicer voice - No, Sire. She is still sleeping… for days now.
Percival nodded.  Older dragons always slept a lot… very old ones could sleep for more weeks without waking up for a moment. He wondered a little if he should wait for Blaze to wake up, or go without her. However, Percival was far too excited to wait now… and he wasn't sure Blaze would be on his side in this case. She helped him to stop Thalius doing the same plan three hundred years ago, and now he would ask her to accompany him in executing the same plan… "She would never agree" Percival thought. This felt bittersweet to him… but he could not do anything with it. "I would not even dare to ask her if she was willing to live an eternal life like that, though" he thought.
 - I need a dragon… I am going to Raensen - Percival commanded. Even though he did not had the rank required commanding other bondeds for such long travels, his orders were always followed.
 - Cloud and Harlek are ready I think. Shall I order them right away? - the guard asked.
 - Yes. Thank you - Percival nodded. Soon he was on his way to Raensen… hoping he would find salvation in the end.

16.   Raensen revisited
Cloud was a very strong dragon, Percival had to admit. The green dragon made the journey with only one rest, whilst most dragons had to take several breaks. As the large city appeared on the horizon, Percival nearly began to hick. The sight changed much since he last saw the town.

The tall towers disappeared, almost completely. Only two tall towers were still standing, the others were nowhere now…  but many other things have changed as well. The city-walls were in a pretty miserable condition - there were whole holes in it, and it was totally missing at some parts. The once proud gate was now only a sad reminder of it's former self, it was rather a piece of rotting wood than a powerful gate which was meant to stop a large horde of attackers. Percival first thought they arrived to a wrong place, but he had trust in Cloud's navigating abilities.  
 - Do not go into the city, Cloud… it will do fine if you land close enough - Percival said. He wanted to explore the city a bit, but if he was taken right into the centre city, he couldn't resist the temptation to get what needs right away.
 - Alright! - the green dragon nodded.

They landed on the grass, not far from the gate.
 - There you are - Cloud said - I'll be here if you need something.
 - You can go home… I do not need more of you - Percival smiled.
 - But… how will you get home? - Harlek asked on a voice, which made clear he did not understand something.
 - I'm pretty sure there are other bondeds here around, willing to carry me back - Percival made a toothy grin - go back. There is a lot of work awaiting you.
 - Take care! We want to see you back alive and well - Cloud and Harlek said simultaneously, and the green took off.
Percival stared at them leaving disappearing on the horizon, then entered the city.

Percival could easily see the city was not like it's older self. But, as he was walking inside the city, this feeling was only growing stronger and stronger in him. The houses were looking old and dirty, and most of them were obviously not taken care of for dozens of years. The streets were deserted as well. A few lonely dogs Percival could see, apart from one or two villagers. He was walking on the way he remembered, and soon arrived to the wooden house with sign "HEALER" on it. Percival made a smile - he did not forget the way after all. He could never forget those days though… The house was looking deserted though. He banged on the door, but noone opened it. Percival sighed. He wanted to know what happened to the healer and his friends… even though they were outlaws from the aspect of law, he liked them. He turned away from the abandoned house, and took a paper from his pocket. He peered at the list written on it, and quickly began to walk towards the centre of the once famous city.

Percival heard some rumours of Raensen - and this whole part of the continent - going down recently, but he would have never thought it would be this bad. All the major things, which made this place important - the mines, the trading centres - were gone now. The mines got exhausted, the trading lines got transferred to other regions.  With all these things gone, this place soon began to fall.  It felt a bit bad for Percival. Even though he had not visited this place for several years - more than a hundred years - this place always had a special place in his heart, mainly due to his adventures with Thalius, which took place here; and, due to Blaze, who he has found here. Yet, there was nothing he could do about these happenings, and he also knew that.

He reached the centre of the city soon. The houses were in a bit better condition than in the outskirts of the town, but still were they nothing compared to the older Raensen. Percival took his time, and did a quick look-around. He knew what house he was looking for, but he wasn't sure where he could find that house... he still had bits of the impression he was walking in a town only similar to Raensen, but not Raensen itself. After a while he got assured it was the right house though. He looked around, and saw noone. After making a toothy grin, he took a brick into his hands and smashed a window, then climbed into the obviously deserted home.

Even though the building's outside changed, the inside was still quite the same like Percival knew it. He found himself in a small room, with white walls and one large wooden door. There, the good-old picture greeted him - books everywhere, but now thickly covered with dust. This sight calmed Percival down a bit - he was getting even a bit more confident, since the could feel old feeling, making the place a bit less unknown to him. However, he could not stop wondering how much time would it take finding what he was looking for.  He wasn't even sure the Skystone Feather was here - but he heard so many rumours about it in his life. "A million fly cannot be wrong" Percival thought with irony, and began searching. 
He knew the feather wouldn't be there alone, in the open. Since it was a relatively rare reagent, every mage kept it in special boxes, under tight locks.  Knowing that, Percival was looking for something special only. Since that small room obviously had no hiding place in it, Percival opened the door, and proceeded into a larger room. In that moment a large explosion shook the building.

Percival could not even guess what happened. He sensed no spells of that power being active, and knew of no hostile party attack the town. But, when the air cleared a bit and he was calmed a bit, he could hear strange noises from one of the rooms, on the other end of the great room he was in. Cautiously moving closer, Percival could realise what caused the explosion: a thief was sacking the building, looting all he finds. Same lock must have been too complex for him though, and so he had to use explosives to open that lock. This was a very unusual method of thieves, Percival thought, but he had to admit that noone noticed that explosion even - or noone cared. He kept looking at the thief though, since he was certain if there was such a feather in the house the thief would find it, or already have found it. He didn't had to wait long. Soon the thief took a black, richly decorated box from the remains of the wall. Percival knew that was what he was looking for, so he said - Now you put that box down, and you can leave.
The thief was thunderstruck. Realising a knight of the Order was watching him working, his nerves broke down in that moment. He could not even speak just stare. Percival slowly walked there, took the box and walked away. When he peered back over his shoulder he could see the thief, still staring at the direction he first saw him. He sighed with some laughter and left the house. He quickly moved into the shade of a tall building, placed his sword at the lock struggled to open the little thing. Soon the small could hold him back no longer, and the little box opened. Inside Percival could see a translucent, and blue colored, large feather. Knowing this is what he was looking for, he smiled, and tried looking up a bonded in the city.

Percival arrived back to his home fast - finding no dragon near and far, he paid a few gold coins to a mage, who teleported him back. He wanted to take all the reagents with himself this time, so he wouldn't have to return when he would find everything he needs. Much to his surprise, Blaze was awaiting him in their home.
 - Good morning - he greeted the dragoness.
 - Good afternoon, rather - Blaze smiled - where have you been?
 - Nothing special - Percival made an innocent face - why do you ask?
 - Because it is not a very good idea to make long trips at this age. You know what we became, Percival. We are old, admit or not. My bones ache every time I try to fly or make hasty movements... sometimes I even fear it wouldn't take long me to pass out. But you also know that all too well. So... what were you doing? - Blaze asked.
 - Why do you think I am hiding something from you? You know I would never do that - Percival replied.
 - Because I know you are up to something big. Otherwise you wouldn't be away for days without telling me long before leaving. Now, tell me what you are planning... you know you can trust me. I have never refused any idea of yours -the dragoness made a toothy grin and blinked - After being with you for three hundred years, I think I have learnt you inside out, Percival. Now, tell me what you were trying to do.
Percival sighed. He knew he had no real choice but tell Blaze everything, no matter how much he wanted to hide his plan from his partner.... so he explained everything, even the smallest bits.  Blaze silently nodded at the end, just to show she understands what she heard. Since he had nothing more to say, Percival fell silent.
 - So you were planning to make us immortals? - Blaze asked after a few minutes of silence.
 - Yes, I was - Percival nodded - I'm sorry for having such thoughts.
 - You shouldn't be sorry. You know how bad it feels to be like this... I was thinking about the same some time ago, I must tell you. However, I never tried to do that. I thought all I would achieve is loosing your faith in me... Since I had no idea of even what the spell would require, or how would it work. But now I see I should have been more confident - Blaze said, and then took a more serious face - But this plan has one big disadvantage.
 - And what would that be? - Percival asked.
 - As you described, you would need many things from Siyerak. However, you should know: that place is in ruins for a long time now. After the death of Eraghir, noone took care of it… so it rapidly fell into ruins - Blaze said - unless you can get those things from another place, you couldn't achieve success.
 - But it was a good idea, you have to admit - Percival made a bittersweet grin.
 - It was - Blaze nodded with a smile.

17.  Winds of eternality
Percival had a bad sleep that day. He was so sure about the success of his plan, and all his hopes turned into dust in matter of seconds. He knew Blaze was right - he would never get the required reagents. However, the failure made him nervous. He could not even sleep - he was just rolling in his bed, trying to close his eyes and fall asleep… but he simply could not. The dawn found him still awake.

He took his mail back on, and went down to the street to buy something to eat. He had no mood to do anything though. Even before opening the door, he could hear the noise of the street… he so hated that. However, in the street he ran right into Blaze though… Percival quickly spotted something wasn't right, or at least not usual. The dragoness seemed to be nervous, and excited about something… Percival was confident about this, because Blaze nearly ran into two shops while she was trying to show Percival a way to somewhere. Percival could hardly follow her in the crowd, there was always someone in his way.
They arrived to an old, unused warehouse. Blaze quickly went inside, and when Percival was also in, she closed the doors. 

The very first and only thing Percival could see was the darkness. The warehouse was very dark inside. 
 - What do you think? - Blaze asked on a very excited voice.
 - I think it is very dark inside and I cannot see anything - Percival replied.
 - Oh, sorry. Forgot your eyes cannot see in the dark - Blaze said, and hastly lit a torch with her fiery breath. The sight amused Percival. In the middle of the warehouse, there were dozens of reagents, lying in pile. 
 - Astounding - Percival said, and walked closer to examine. Blaze did not reply this time, just stared at Percival with a triumphant look. Meanwhile, Percival slowly sorted what reagents were there. To his greatest surprise, everything was there he would have needed for the spell. This event took him by total surprise. He couldn't really think of anything aside from going to Mortol right away and casting the spell… He slowly turned back to Blaze, and with a dummy look he asked - How…where…where did you get these from?
 - Well, the Order has a reagent storehouse in the centre of the city… a nice red and gold friend of mine guarded it yesterday. And they agree to have not seen any blue dragon going in and out - Blaze made a toothy grin, and so did Percival, who asked - And…why? If you were caught someway, you would be in deep trouble now…
 - I did it because I saw how disappointed you were yesterday, when I told you your plan is not going to work - Blaze said with an innocent look - and I would also be interested in us getting immortals now… because I think I wouldn't last long otherwise.
 - Having problems? - Percival asked on a worrying voice.
Blaze did not answer right away, just gazed aside, but finally she said - Yes. And not with my aching bones this time… but with my heart I think. So… we better hurry.
Percival's feeling of triumph immediately disappeared. - Stay here, I bring what we need - he said, and left the warehouse. He ran back to his home, which was challenging in such a dense crowd. At home he packed everything important for the spell into his backpack, took two empty bags into his hand, and ran back to the warehouse. The whole thing took only thirty minutes. In the warehouse he quickly put the reagents into the bags, and said - I think I'm ready.
Blaze nodded.
 - Can you carry all this much? - Percival asked - In your condition…
 - Don't worry about my condition - Blaze smiled - I have thought of the problems the transportation would mean.
She whistled, and a gold dragon entered the house. Percival only now realized he has seen the dragon wondering around every time he went in and out from the warehouse… so that dragon must have been waiting there for quite a while.
 - Percival, may I introduce you Dawn - Blaze said - He will help us to carry our equipment required for our research.
Percival felt so dumb when Blaze said they are going for a research. He did not know anything about that.
  - And he will take you too of course - Blaze added with a faint laughter.
Percival forced a smile and said - Thanks a lot, Dawn! Nice to have such friends.
 - Never mind - Dawn replied - this is the least I can do.
Percival quickly packed the bags onto Dawn, and finally sat onto the dragon. 
 - Ready to go? - Dawn asked Blaze - If you wouldn't feel alright during the journey, tell me or land immediately. Heart problems are not be neglected.
 - Thanks for worrying about me… and trust me, I don't plan to drop out in the air - Blaze made a smile, and the two dragons took off.

It was almost nightfall when they landed.
 - Where are we? - Percival asked. He knew Mortol was days away even on dragonback, but he had no idea where did they keep their first break.
 - King's Inn - Dawn said - both of you can eat, drink and sleep here. And before you would object: Blaze, you MUST sleep. I accept no refuse, complain or denial. I hope I made myself clear. Tomorrow will be long, and I want to make sure you won't have any problems during the flight.
 - Sound and clear - Blaze sighed, and with a smile added - boss.
Dawn made an evil smile when he heard Blaze calling him "boss", and said - Remind me later you said that!
 - I will if I won't forget - Blaze laughed.
Percival went inside the inn, which was completely deserted - noone was there, expect the bartender, who greeted him with a loud "Welcome matey!"
 - I'd need a dinner and a room for one night - Percival said, then added - not only for me, but for my dragon as well. She is waiting outside.
The bartender nodded, and said - We don't really have rooms big enough for dragons… I can offer her the barn though. That is big, and that shelter is still better than the open air.
Percival knew Blaze won't be happy to sleep in a barn - she wasn't that humble -, but that was the best he could get, so he accepted. He paid the ten gold coins, and took a seat. The bartender soon brought him some bread, tea and some soft of roosted meat, and a key. When Percival finished with the dinner, he went to his room right away and fall asleep.

He got up early, thanks to the bartender who woke him up by shaking him, and saying - Sire, your dragons say you should really get going now.
Percival yawned, and got up. He said a "thanks" automatically, and walked outside. He sat onto Dawn, and the two dragons were in the air again.
 - Did you have a good sleep? - Blaze asked.
 - Good, albeit short - Percival yawned.
 - Well, I agree on that… I could have slept a bit more too - Blaze said and closed her eyes for a little while.
 - A bit more, like for days eh? - Dawn laughed.
 - That was not funny - Blaze replied. Percival knew she wasn't happy when was reminded about her long sleeps.
 - Why, sleeping is good for beauty - Dawn said and made a toothy grin. Blaze did not reply, but Percival guessed behind the scales she might have been blushing.
Percival decided to change the topic of conversation to something more useful.
- Have you heard anything about Mortol lately? - he asked.
- Nothing much of importance. But as I heard it became more deserted than before - Dawn wondered.
 - More deserted? Hard to imagine - Blaze made an evil grin.
 - The dragons, who served as the transport were reassigned to other parts, since that duty began to have very negative effects to their health… So getting into or out from the city became challenging - Dawn explained - That did not really increase the fame of the city. The whole place is deserted, as I said… the number of inhabitants is around one hundred only now. Soon will Mortol disappear for good. But, if you ask me - it was a foolish idea to build something into the middle of a swamp… I haven't got the faintest idea what was the sane reason to do it. Neither do I understand why you must be going there either.
Blaze looked at Percival, hoping the knight might reply, but Percival only looked back with the same hopes.
 - I caught Thalius there long ago. I want to see what is that place looking like - Percival said finally.
 - You want to die where you got your first bits of fame? - Dawn asked - Weird idea.
 - I didn't say I want to die there - Percival shook his head.
 - Come on. All of us know you too don't have much time left here - Dawn said.
 - Don't say such things! I am still here, and as long as I am here, you cannot be sure when will I go - Blaze said, almost shouting. She thought Dawn would think of higher than a dragoness living her final days.
 - I didn't think, just said what the others do think - Dawn said on a forced calm voice - some are already gathering money for your funeral.
Percival expected Blaze to go berserk for this comment, but she did not. All Blaze did was staring at the air in front of her, and then she spoke on a faint voice - Tell me I am not that close to…
Even though she did not specify close to what, it was quite clear what she meant.
 - I do not know how close you really are, Blaze - Dawn replied - but you are definitely an old girl now. I do not want to ruin your optimism and self-confidence though… I enjoy and admire your attempt to remain younger than your body. But… you should surrender to the facts I think. 
 - To sit in a house or cave for the remaining part of my life you mean? - Blaze asked on a voice Percival hardly ever heard her speaking. She was obviously upset, but her voice rather sounded sarcastic - I am not going to give up anything. I want to live as long as I can live being myself. Not a moment longer… and not shorter either.
 - I understand - Dawn smiled - trust me, I don't want you to become one of those half-dead dragons, who only live to await death, no. However… trying to remain young does not mean you do foolish things. Take more care of yourself. Like not making several day long flights.
 - I get it - Blaze smiled back - however, it feels strange… I cannot describe this feeling. I did not expect my friends await my death so much.
 - A grotesque way of trying to look after you, I know - Dawn nodded - I was astonished myself.
The idea was bizarre indeed, Percival had to admit. However, the knight's mind immediately began to work. If many others knew Blaze was in so bad shape… it was easy to foresee most of them would be surprised, and even suspicious if Blaze suddenly got well. And that was going to happen if he succeeded with the spell, Percival knew. A new - and threatening - type of future appeared in front of Percival in that moment… the Order chasing them for practicing forbidden magic.

By the laws of the Order, it was highly forbidden to use any magic which would modify or copy parts of the life circle - any spell, which would interact with life and death themselves directly. Percival knew he was just about to break that law, he knew that so clear. However, he hoped others would not notice that first, and when they would notice they would see the benefits this magic meant. But, in this case, he could show no possible benefits, and the case would have been simple. Percival had to realize the stakes got higher in the game. If he failed with the spell, they would die in a long and painful way. If he succeeded, they would have been exiled from the Order. "I like when things keep getting better and better" Percival thought.

18. Chamber of Eternality
They got to Mortol in three days without any serious problems… expect one thing. Blaze was behaving in a more and more weird way day by day. Percival could only guess what was happening, since even he never saw her act like that before. He thought either Blaze was only very tired after the long journey, or perhaps she was indeed too old for such a long trip and was now suffering a dangerous level of tiredness. Both possibilities - but mainly the second one - urged Percival to cast the spell as soon as he could.

When they arrived in Mortol, Percival had to agree: that place was neither like it's older self. Most houses were in ruins, the wall was virtually inexistent, and they couldn't see anyone from above. Percival knew the whole region was suffering greatly - Raensen was a perfect indicator for the events happening in the area, and that city was going down also - but Mortol was literally shocking. Percival wondered if Mortol was existent as a village even. While walking in the deserted streets among the empty houses, Percival begin to shiver a bit. He was feeling as if he walking in a ghost town. Soon he was delighted a bit though. He could see some ruins, most likely the remains of a temple. As they were getting closer, his heart was beating more and more heavily.
"Blaze. She put her trust in me… and, now I have dragged her into something even I cannot see the end of. I would take responsibility of my deeds if I was alone to suffer… but others, who had their faith in me… that… is no good" Percival thought. The responsibility of his deeds was like a heavy weight on his shoulders - and he feared he would collapse… moment by moment. He could not even see the temple anymore. Lights were flashing in front of his eyes, pictures - memories. They were so close… but yet, an eternity far away. Suddenly Dawn halted and he nearly fell down from the dragon.  Looking around he could see Blaze told the dragon to stop.

 - We begin here - Blaze said.
 - Well..um…Yes, we begin here - Percival added. He had no idea what Blaze said before, but he did not even care. He had his very deep problems now… He slowly packed down his bags from Dawn, and walked to the ruins of the temple. After a moment of thinking harder, tying to recall where the hidden entrance might be, he pushed the right chair aside, and jumped into the black tunnel.
 - Seems you already found something - Dawn said on a surprised voice - just be careful inside, Percival. You can never know what might await you there.
Percival did not reply. His mind was full of thoughts and feelings… he could hardly keep himself going even. 
"You are a liar. What you promised to Blaze, and you will take it away in every case… either you take her life with yours, either you force her to live the life of the exiles with your" a voice in his mind said. Much to his luck, the tunnel wasn't a long one so he did not really had the time to think for longer time. When he arrived to the altar in the blue room, he quickly placed the reagents in the right order, trying to not let himself begin wondering again. He need the task to fill his mind, because a wrong thought, a moment of disbelief during the casting of the spell and his doom would be rest assured. Percival closed his eyes, and tried to relax. Then he placed his hands on the altar, and said - I hope you see you've finally won, Thalius… even if this victory cost your life.
Finishing his sentence, Percival began to whisper the words he learnt by heart. The reagents began to shine with a mystical, dancing light, and suddenly the room disappeared to Percival.

He was in the middle of some black gap when he opened his eyes. He could not decided where he was - he never ever saw such an environment. He could not stop wondering if this was part of the spell, or he was dead already. "I did not make any mistake. I cannot be dead" he tried to encourage himself. He still had no idea what was that place was though. Suddenly the darkness was replaced by an almost eye-hurting brightness, which was shining form nowhere. Percival was about to try and stop the spell, when he suddenly noticed something… something strange, he has not sensed for a very long time, but somehow was familiar to him. He could not decide what that feeling was though… After a bit of wondering, he realized what that was.  He could feel the magic again… the same magic he felt when Thalius was casting this spell. This fought calmed his nerves down a bit though… it was the sign the spell was going right. “So far” he thought. He shook his head. Failure was not an option. Not because of himself, but because of Blaze mainly, who willingly chose to bond with him. The thought and possibility of harming – killing – someone he was ought to protect was very disturbing for Percival. And even though he tried not to think of this possibility, he could not stop wondering until he began to cast the spell.  

Percival was sweating. Even though he was only casting the spell for a minute or two, he felt as if ages have passed already. His old body was rebelling against this level of usage… his whole was aching. Percival did not care with this though  - he began to sense something disturbing. The smoothness of the magic was fading away… just like what happened when Thalius was trying to cast the spell. No matter how hard Percival tried, the magic began to break into waves, each wave causing him tremendous pain.
 - So you came back to finish my plan. I admire your courage to try this – he suddenly heard Thalius – and so will I help you.
Percival was shocked to hear Thalius. He could so clearly remember the knight’s last moments…
  - You might wonder why I do this. Because I want to achieve the perfect immortality… but for that, I need you, Percival. I demand only one thing in return…Help me, and I will help you – the voice went on.
Percival knew he wasn’t in the position to demand anything or negotiate. He needed help as fast as possible…
 - What do you want? – Percival asked.
 - To remember me. Never forget me, and my importance in your own life… never let me be forgotten. Never let my memories die – Thalius said, but not demanding, rather on a begging voice.
 - You know I could never do – Percival said – after so many years did I still remember you.
 - Yes, indeed. I see my hopes in you were well-deserved. Know what I know, Percival. Eternal trust survives the soul. Now… it is my turn then. You shall survive and live – Thalius’s voice was happy.
Suddenly Percival could feel the magic smoothening, and finally the flow stopping. Percival was a bit disappointed – he did not feel young. Only his aches were gone. 
 - Do not be disillusioned – suddenly he heard the voice again, but from much closer this time – the effects do not come right away. You will age reverse now though, until you will be fit and young again… and the same will happen to your dragon.
Percival looked around and saw Thalius, who was only a ghost now. 
 - Needless to say what you have done is against the laws of the Order. What you have done is considered necromancy – Thalius said.
 - Necromancy? – Percival shrugged – Do I not age because…. I am… undead now?
 - No. You are alive… but to stop or reverse aging, the spell had to change some things in you. You are not like yourself before the spell now. But I am sure you have carefully examined the spell and it’s effects before you have cast it – Thalius blinked. Percival only cleared his throat. He forgot about examining the possible side-effects…
 - What now? – he asked.
 - Hide from the Order. They will stop looking after you after a while – Thalius suggested, and Percival nodded.
 - Good to see you back afterall – Percival smiled.
 - I knew you would follow me, even after my death. I am so proud of you… son. Now, forgive me, but I have to depart. The magic which keeps me bound to this world is now gone; I must leave to where all spirits go. Do not forget what you promised me! – Thalius said, and wanished away. Percival made a sad smile, and slowly walked out from the tunnel.

Outside were Dawn and Blaze awaiting him, more or less patiently.
 - Found anything exciting? You’ve been there for a long while – Dawn greeted him. Blaze only made a toothy grin, knowing Percival succeeded.
 - Nothing. Empty tunnels.. and thieves, who stole my bags – Percival said – Dawn, you must go to the closest city and report I’ve been theft.
Dawn nodded, but it was obvious he did not understand why he had to go this fast. But he wasn’t a rebellious nature – without any complain he took off and flew away.
 - We are running from the Order then, don’t we? Otherwise you wouldn’t had to get the rid of him – Blaze said.
 - You are clever – Percival smiled.
 - Did you encounter any problem? – Blaze asked while Percival got onto her.
 - Nothing. An old friend helped me out – Percival replied – Thalius you know.
 - Yes, I know. I know you weren’t more skilful a mage than he was… so I summoned him back from the netherworlds to help you. I wouldn’t like to die that way you see – Blaze laughed. Percival could only gasp, but not say anything. Blaze went on laughing for a bit, then took off and headed towards the mountains. It was a pretty good place to hide for centuries.

Epilogue
  After all, our plans and hopes turned out to be right. I, Percival, after a long life of troubles and adventures, settled on the Twilight Isle. I became a respected leader, commander of the ground forces. I became a hero.
Weeks after we defeated Darenzol came a large fleet, shipping under the flag of a so-called Dark Union. The battle was hard, but we succeeded afterall. The enemy had not counted with the possibility of our dragons raiding their supply ships, and this ultimately led to their fall. The sea was painted red with the blood of dead warriors, and the burning remains of the ships and our defensive installations lit the nights… but it was over in days.  After that, Twilight Isle became a nice place to be. Every race living there could live in peace among each other, proving that wouldn’t be impossible.

About Blaze – she became what she was planning for half of her life. A good mother, raising Claw with the help and trust of Flame.  As I could perceive, she enjoyed that more than I did enjoy my new rank and achievement… She perhaps gained more though. A whole family.

Thalius was not forgotten, as I promised. When training the new knights, I taught them his name and achievements. The oath was fulfilled, and indeed – his name will never ever be forgotten. 

If I consider all this new life of mine began in that pit under Mortol, I can say I am lucky, luckier than anyone I know. Ageless and satisfied, both I and Blaze, I think we have achieved everything we have ever dreamed of. I can only hope our stay here on Twilight Isle will be a lengthy one, and we will never be less satisfied.

Signed,
Sir Percival, bonded to Blaze
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